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There were 283 entries in the ITAA Design Exhibition (mounted exhibit and live gallery): 95 by faculty/professionals, 60 by
graduate students, and 128 by undergraduate students. A total of 113 pieces were accepted for display. The faculty acceptance rate was 47%, the graduate student rate was 38%, and the undergraduate rate was 35%. Jurors were selected based on
their target market or fiber/wearable art design experience and expertise. All jurying employed a blind process so the jurors
had no indication of whose work they were judging. Acceptance into the ITAA Exhibition is based on evaluation of the images and descrptive information submitted by the artist/designer.
Target Market Category Jurors:
Kathy Mitchell - Associate Professor and Interim Department Chair of Interior and Fashion Design at Radford University. Dr.
Mitchell attained her B.S. from University of Tennessee, Martin; M.S. from University of Tennessee, Knoxville; and Ph.D. from
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.
Elaine Biribin-Thomas - Instructor in design, CAD and clothing construction/fit, Kent State University. Elaine graduated from
Parsons School of Design in 1990, worked in NYC fashion industry for 12 years. She travelled throughout HK, China, Korea visiting various factories for knits, finishing’s and dye houses as well as to Florence for yarn fairs and consultations with
manufacturers.
Christy Free – Senior Director of technical design at Abercrombie and Fitch, leading the Product Development team along
side the Senior VP of Design for all female brands. A graduate with honors of the University of Cincinnati DAAP program,
Christy began her career as the 3rd Tech Designer hired to develop the Abercrombie & Fitch female brand. She led the startup of the abercrombie kids brand and the Hollister teenage brand. She has been at ANF for 12 years.
Fiber/Wearable Art Category Jurors:
Marie-Eve Faust – Lecturer, Hong Kong Polytechnic Institute . Faust was a previous juror for the LaSalle College’s fashion
show in Montreal. She holds Bachelors degrees in both Accountingand in Fashion Management and Design from Universite
du Quebec a Montreal; a Master of Applied Science in Industrial Engineering from Polytechnique, Universite de Montreal.
Current research focuses on “Ready-to-wear apparel: Proposal for a grading and labeling model based on estimates of body
shapes using size analogies” and is based on anthropometric measurements obtained from The National Sizing Survey conducted in USA with the [TC]2’s 3-D body scanner. Faust has also held various positions in a range of small and medium sized
businesses and multinational firms (La Chemise Lapointe, Bombardier, Sears).
Julia Szkiba O’Connor – Freelance fashion designer and graphic artist who specializes in eco-related designs for various
clients nationwide. Current and past clients include the Disney Store, Paramount Studios, Bacche children’s apparel, and B
Green organic wear. She also consults new and upcoming designers and fashion entrepreneurs giving them insight into the
benefits of “going organic”, as well as developing business strategies for clients eager to promote and produce products that
are eco-friendly. Szkiba O’Connor is also a part-time Fashion Design Instructor at the International Academy of Design &
Technology-Las Vegas (IADT).
Kofi Boateng – Designer for KOFI.BOATENG Fasion Lines, Atlanta, Georgia.
On-site judging of the accepted work determines the following awards from ITAA Sponsors:
Lectra Outstanding Faculty Designer Award, faculty level - trip to Premier Vision & the Lectra Headquarters in Paris, France
Paris American Academy Scholarship, undergraduate level, four week summer study at the Paris American Academy, France
Eden Travel International Award, undergraduate level, Internship with Zandra Rhodes, London, England
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, faculty level, $200
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, graduate student level, $200
ATEXINC Award for Excellence in Marketable Textile Design, undergraduate student level, $200
ESRAB Educators for Socially Responsible Apparel Business Award for Sustainable Design, faculty level, certificate
ESRAB Award for Sustainable Design, graduate student level, certificate
ESRAB Award for Sustainable Design, undergraduate student level, certificate
ITAA Award for Excellence in Design Development Using Draping, faculty level - $300
ITAA Award for Effective Use of an Historical Inspiration, faculty level - $300
Patternworks International Award for Best Solution to a Patternmaking Problem, undergraduate student level, Software

Curatorial Statement for the 2007 International Textile and Apparel Association Design Exhibition:
Are we on the edge? The International Textile and Apparel Association has been hosting the annual Design Exhibition for over
twenty years. A visual analysis of the accepted work over the years would indicate that there are some core themes that have
consistently been displayed in the ITAA Design Exhibitions, such as the use of experimental and/or recycled materials, handmanipulated fabric and dyeing techniques or visual references to traditional/ethnic clothing concepts. So, what is the edge?
Quality. The work submitted for review and accepted to the ITAA Design Exhibition represents a subset of the best work being
produced by students and faculty from predominantly the United States and parts of Asia. To have an ‘edge’ does not always
imply the need to be radical, but it does necessitate delineation between two realms. As such, our ‘edge’ is more like a state of
transition, a recognition of the structural visual and technical skills required to achieve success in creating effective wearable
and non-wearable expressions or products. I hope that the 2007 Design Exhibition represents a transition to the more solid
side of the quality edge, in which the sound structure of the Exhibition supports the growth of more innovative and impressive
work in the years to come.
To be at an edge gives one an opportunity to look back on what has been and to look out on what lies ahead. We will look back
on 2007 as a year that ushered in a strong sense of rigor and questioning in design that extends far beyond simply designing for
visual effect or function. We will look ahead to the experience of design through fabric as one that leads in the integration of
ethics, sustainability, technology and culture into a broader and more integrated critical existence. Let’s use the ITAA conference and Design Exhibition in Los Angeles to properly get our feet wet as we wade through advancing these issues!
J.R. Campbell, Research Fellow
Centre for Advanced Textiles, Glasgow School of Art
Contact: JR.Campbell@gsa.ac.uk

Special Thanks:
ITAA and the Design Exhibition Members would like to thank California State University - Los Angeles, James Allen and the
staff of the CSULA Fine Art Gallery for their support in hosting and installing the ITAA Mounted Exhibition.


Level: Undergraduate
Title: The Root of All Evil
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Caroline Akin
Purpose of the Piece
In countries like Iraq where the economy relies on oil, violence and oppression accompany financial stability. As the
world has seen in recent years, the overthrow of dictator does
not ensure a peaceful environment. My goal was to juxtapose
the villainous effects of money and power with the frailty of
society.
Design Process
The large standing collar on this dress embodies the tyranny of
such dictators as Saddam Hussein. The plastic-like skirt represents the former condition of Iraq—chaos beneath an oppressive regime. The tattered and twisted bodice symbolizes the
current condition where such chaos has risen to the surface.
Materials Used
Images printed to paper: bodice strips glued together, glazed,
twisted, and sewn; skirt strips glazed, basket-woven, and
sewn; dress held together with Velcro; collar/details hot-glued.
Techniques Used
Images of Iraq’s former “Swiss” dinars printed on oversized
paper were cut apart, and glazed. The bodice features rows of
dinars, glued for a double-sided effect, then twisted and sewn
together. Skirt material was formed by basket-weaving strips of
dinars.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Mod Illusion
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Jessica Beene
Purpose of the Piece
Inspired by the 1960’s mod look, this mini dress served as
a barometer of the contemporary attitudes of women in the
sixties. The height this swinging decade mirrored the shortness
of the mini skirt. Even conservative women conformed to this
parade of exhibitionism.
Design Process
I chose mirrors for my dress because mini dresses reflected
the spirit of the sixties. The mirror fragments suggest the many
social changes of that decade. The light they reflect symbolizes
the strengthening of women’s position in society.
Materials Used
Twill fabric for dress foundation; satin for lining; matching
thread; fabric/heavy-duty glue; ?” square and circle mirrors;
boning for the structure of dress.
Techniques Used
Flat pattern used for dress and heavy, nude twill fabric blends
with the skin. Gluing of the mirrors on fabric and matched
the weight of fabric with the capacity of the mirrors. Boning
inserted for the technical structure of dress.





Level: Undergraduate
Title: The Rhythm of Rope
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Sponsor: Yoo Jin Kwon
Designer: Jana Berndt
Purpose of the Piece
My inspirations for this piece were coil pottery and nautical
rope. I wanted to experiment with using a 3D rope, turning it
into a 2D surface, then making it into a 3D garment.
Design Process
Coil pottery is created by using tubular objects arranged in
unique ways to create patterns. I wanted to mimic that and
combine it with a nautical theme. Therefore, I coiled the rope
and created rhythm by repeating shapes.
Materials Used
I used 100% cotton 3-ply upholstery rope and a cotton, rayon,
and linen blend braided rope with 100% cotton muslin for
lining.
Techniques Used
To make the dress, I wrapped the rope around a body form
and hand-stitched the rope together. Rather than just wrap the
rope around the body for the whole dress, I created teardrop
shapes down the front that reveal skin and create rhythm.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Monumental Feminine Authority
Prof Affil: Universsity of Nebraska-Lincoln
Sponsor: Dr. Barbara Trout
Designer: Tacia Booton
Purpose of the Piece
After viewing the film Marie Antoinette, I recalled an opinion
of Napoleon Bonaparte. He believed fussy clothing of the period lead to the lack of respect and power of women. My goal
was to reverse this idea and create a look that shows monumental feminine authority.
Design Process
Both male and female apparel from the 18th century though
the French Revolution inspired this creation. Collections from
the 1950’s of Charles James and Balenciaga also influenced
my design. Through the integration of these silhouettes and an
emphasis on decorative volume, I created an ensemble that
shows strength in femininity.
Materials Used
I used two colors of Dupioni silk and two colors organdy.
The lining is striped poly cotton. A novelty yarn was used for
details.
Techniques Used
To achieve a couture look many techniques were implemented. I draped the pattern and then manipulated it. Pin tucks and
novelty yarn surround the bodice of the dress and opera coat.
Both garments are voluminous though tiers within. Organdy
hems with crocheted yarn on the interior finish the ensemble.


Level: Undergraduate
Title: Expression by Breaking Conventional Rules. Combining
Architectural Style with Elegance
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Lynsey Bullock
Purpose of the Piece
Fashion provides individual expression, just as architecture
allows an exterior expression of the space it encloses. The
design inspiration comes from the signature style of architectural icon, Frank Gehry. Gehry is known for breaking rules and
going beyond structural definition with buildings that don’t
harmonize with their surroundings.
Design Process
The structure’s surface is manipulated by painting denim fabric. Rules are broken by combining elegance and sophistication with the stiff, rigid skeleton. Contrasting the linear seams
is the unpredictable shape of the wire mesh and its free form.
Embellishments provide no functionality but are necessary in
expressing the design’s individuality.
Materials Used
Denim fabric: painted with acrylic paint, wire mesh, dyed
satin, metal eyelets, metal snaps, ribbon trim, lace trim (inside
hem), Swarovski hot fix crystals
Techniques Used
Painted and dyed fabrics. Metal eyelets and snaps added to
center back seam. Sew painted denim. Attached metal mesh
at hem. Added lace trim to inside hem. Reinforced satin with
denim fabric and lace detail at ends. Laced ribbon in center
back.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Illumina in Bloom
Prof Affil: Virginia Commonwealth University
Sponsor: Donna Reamy
Designer: Ruthie-Marie Carl
Purpose of the Piece
An assignment was given in a studio construction class to
create an innovative and modern wedding gown based on
personal inspirations in nature.
Design Process
The design process consisted of finding soft and rich fabrics
composed of skin-toned and subdued organic colors. I choose
to accent the gown with leather to reference animals as well
as to make a modern day contradiction.
Materials Used
I used laser cut linen and leather.
Techniques Used
I cut floral designs from leather using a small blade. Each floral
design is different just as nature makes every flower different.
The leather harness at the top of the dress is also cut out with
a small blade. Strips were looped into the harness and trails
down.





Level: Undergraduate
Title: Victorian Rose
Prof Affil: Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Sponsor: Jihyun Kim, Ph.D.
Designer: Mariah Clarke
Purpose of the Piece
I love the elegance and grandeur of the late nineteenth century, but the bustle dresses from this time period do not fit with
the modern day silhouette. I set out to capture the essence of
this period in a gown which could be worn today.
Design Process
I wanted to recreate these magnificent gowns in a silhouette
acceptable today by maintain the full flowing back of the skirt
without the shelf like bustle. I also wanted the front of the skirt
to still have the feeling of being pulled up and back over the
bustle.
Materials Used
This gown used eleven yards of silk, four yards of polished
cotton, and forty yards of crinoline. It has an invisible zipper
for a closer.
Techniques Used
Measurements and Date Completed
This gown was created by sandwiching crinoline between two
pieces of lining fabric in the back. I then hand pleated and
ruched the back of the gown giving it a bustle without being
shelf like. The collar is pleated and starched. The bodice is
trimmed with piping.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Untitled
Prof Affil: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Sponsor: Melanie Carrico
Designer: Kelly Cox
Purpose of the Piece
This dress was created in response to an assignment in an
Experimental Design class. The assignment was to drape a
garment on a dress form using one continuous 4-yard length of
fabric. The assignment also stated that no cuts were allowed in
the fabric.
Design Process
I first doubled the fabric lengthwise and began draping the
fabric around the form directly under the bust line to create
an empire waist. The fabric was then wrapped around to the
back, twisted together and draped over the shoulders to form
the bodice and sleeves.
Materials Used
The fabric used for this dress is cotton jersey knit.
Techniques Used
Draping was the technique used to create this dress. The dress
is completely hand sewn and symmetrical.



Level: Undergraduate
Title: Sustainable Exploration
Prof Affil: University of Delaware
Sponsor: M. Jo Kallal
Designer: Ashley Elliott
Purpose of the Piece
Textile reuse and recycling practices date back for centuries.
Japanese fisherman mended and patched their clothing by
“functionally” stitching scraps of cotton over the holes. In
today’s fashion industry the constant need for “fresh” fashion
leads to an extremely high rate of consumption and waste.
Design Process
Sustainable Exploration the use of post-consumer textiles
to protect the environment and build a sustainable fashion
industry. The Japanese practice of Sashiko quilting was utilized
with post-consumer recycled denim apparel parts purchased
from the local thrift store. Denim was selected because of its
accessibility and acceptance by consumers.
Materials Used
Cotton denim (from post consumer denim apparel) Cotton
lining (from post consumer curtains) Cotton embroidery thread
Polyester shoe lace.
Techniques Used
The skirt was constructed using Sashiko quilting to apply panels, torn from the legs of denim jeans, onto a purchased denim
skirt. Narrow strips were quilted lengthwise along the edges
and woven in a basket-weave pattern onto a bodice understructure fabricated from post-consumer curtains.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Fragile Handle With Care
Prof Affil: State University of New York College at Oneonta
Sponsor: Dr. Annacleta Chiweshe
Designer: Kerry Gramlich
Purpose of the Piece
The objective for this project was to design a piece of wearable art and construct it out of non-traditional materials. My
inspiration came partly from our local post office and partly
from the ballerinas of French artist, Edgar Degas.
Design Process
I constructed a ballet tutu-esque garment with colored bubble
wrap, matching colored duck tape, and flexible craft wire for
the frame. The skirt consists of one layer of turquoise bubble
wrap, trimmed with purple duck tape over four layers of
purple bubble wrap; all gathered on wire and seamed with
duck tape. The entire outfit is wearable and removable.
Materials Used
Purple and turquoise Ready Post bubble wrap; Duck tape; and
two spools of silver craft wire.
Techniques Used
The entire garment was draped directly with the bubble wrap.
The inside of the bodice was framed with wire to add structure and all wires are secured with duck tape. To create the
accents, duck tape was stuck together length wise, producing
a stiff cloth-like effect. The belt was made with two strips of
duck tape connected side-by-side for a wider effect, while the
ribbons were mostly half-width.




Level: Undergraduate
Title: Tarred and Feathered
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Pamela V. Ulrich
Designer: Courtney Harper
Purpose of the Piece
I have always been interested in how many fashions come
from “the street.” Anything from wall graffiti and neon signs at
night to the workers who toil on the street have been used for
inspiration. The purpose of “Tarred & Feathered” is to literally
incorporate “street” and high fashion.
Design Process
I incorporated elements of high fashion (silk, satin, and feathers) with elements of the street (tar and a street walker’s low
cut bodice). The neon color of the bodice and the feathers
represent the neon glow of the gas lights of bars that one can
see from the street.
Materials Used
Skirt: Tar, muslin, feathers, satin, fabric glue, and thread Bodice: silk, fabric dye, satin, and thread.
Techniques Used
The feathers were tarred onto a muslin base. The lining and
satin yoke were attached by hand and machine once the
tarring was complete. The silk bodice was hand-dyed and
constructed separately for fear of being too light to support the
heavy, tarred skirt.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Safety Pin Dress
Prof Affil: Oregon State University
Sponsor: Kathy Mullet
Designer: Aemi Kim
Purpose of the Piece
The piece was designed for the Oregon State University recycle fashion show. The inspiration for the piece is the coke dress
done by Jennifer, an OSU student from last year’s contest. Her
coke dress inspired me to construct something complicated,
but elegant.
Design Process
The design process is done in repetitive connecting patterns
completed by linking the safety pins to each other. With the
repetition of patterns, I was able to create a knitted look to the
design.
Materials Used
The materials used are safety pins, 2 dust face masks, zipper,
and woven fabric from the sewing lab.
Techniques Used
The construction of the dress is finished by combining the
patterned safety pins together. This design was completed on a
mannequin to create the shape of the body.



Level: Undergraduate
Title: A Beautiful Panier Dress with Feather Decoration
Prof Affil: Undergraduate student, Dongshin University
Sponsor: Mee-Sung Choi
Designer: Hee-yeon Kim
Purpose of the Piece
This dress is an art to wear using a premium jean. Influenced
by the new Renaissance mode that puts an emphasis on the
curved line of a human body, I made the top fit, tightened the
waist thin, and contrasted it with the skirt of a panier style
whose sides are abundant.
Design Process
In order to show the unique silhouette of panier, primary
draping was given to the skirt by use of muslin and fitting was
performed through a model.
Materials Used
Denim was used as the basic material of the skirt. Dyed gauze
was cut in a bias direction and the strands of its edge were
untwisted. For the panier which is the supporter for the skirt,
elastic steel was used. Cotton and silk threads were used.
Techniques Used
The upper garment is composed of a colored top and a corset.
For the corset, cubic cutting was used. For fitting, oblique cut
lines were put into it so a total of 20 pieces were made. A thin
string on the back is available to tighten suitably for the bulk
of one’s body. For the design of the top, princess lines were
put into it for a cubic effect. The surface of the denim skirt is
decorated with gauze and woolen yarn.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Flow
Prof Affil: The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Sponsor: Dr. Jeanne Tan
Designer: Wai Kwan Li
Purpose of the Piece
The creation is inspired by the Japanese philosophy of WabiSabi, it aims to express the beauty of imperfection and the
visual aesthetic of humble, modest materials.
Design Process
In tandem with the essence of the inspiration, exploring
the beauty of imperfection and impermanence, pleats were
individually hand folded to create a slight uneven texture, raw
edges were juxtaposed next to the clean edges of the pleats
to contemplate the contradictory nature of the Wabi-Sabi
philosophy.
Materials Used
Cotton/Linen
Techniques Used
To create the multi-layering effect of the design, pleated cotton/linen fabric were applied via intricate hand stitching onto
a base garment on a three dimensional form.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Arent you such a catch Shell necklace
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Lauren Lohman
Purpose of the Piece
The goal was to create oversized fabric jewelry for the runway.
I emphasized and over-exaggerated color and size to give the
necklace power over the dress. My inspiration came from the
organic shapes of the sea as well as the color and contrast
from 1960s mod.
Design Process
I designed neckwear with organic circles contrasted against
geometric shapes. I filled in vibrant colors that contrast against
the dress color. I pattern-made the proportions of the oversized
necklace to the short mod dress and crocheted individual
circles to link into crocheted strips.
Materials Used
The yarn is a variety of light purple cotton and acrylic blends.
Navy, hot-pink, and cyan fabrics and embroidery thread are
used to embellish.
Techniques Used
The top half is machine sewn with hand-embroidered detailing
and bias binding that ties around the neck. The bottom half
contains rows of crocheted circles with pops of color. The
structured top acts as a stabilizer to the free-floating circles
that bounce and sway as the wearer walks.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Disgustingly Beautiful
Prof Affil: University of Minnesota
Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye
Designer: Wesley Martin
Purpose of the Piece
Our nation has faced hopeless disaster to extreme. This garment honors our recovery. Broken materials create something
strong and beautiful. I am fascinated with how communities
are able to put differences aside to rebuild and comfort each
other in times of global tragedy and chaos.
Design Process
Beginning with a very feminine silhouette, I selected materials that were typically thought of as unusable. I then began to
brainstorm how the non traditional materials could be used to
communicate the balance of chaos and beauty, in a process of
3D development.
Materials Used
wire, paper, mirror, burlap, sailcloth, ribbon, paint, glue
Techniques Used
Draping, sculpting, gluing, burning.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Lord Winco
Prof Affil: Oregon State University
Sponsor: Kathy Mullet
Designer: Benjamin Moua
Purpose of the Piece
For my recycle project this year I wanted to design something
different than the recycled plastic shopping bag dresses. I
looked further and found the traditional brown paper bag from
the local grocery store. The bags were sewn together to create
a historically inspired tail coat, and knee breeches.
Design Process
The tail coat and knee breeches of the early 1800’s, became
the inspiration for the final design style. The cutaway tail, high
collar and puffed sleeve were incorporated in the design of the
jacket. As an added touch a white plastic bag jabot was added
to the shirt.
Materials Used
Large brown paper shopping bags from local grocery store and
white plastic shopping bag
Techniques Used
Experimenting with the brown paper, I found that the bag
became softer if it was crushed and wrinkled. Having just
completed the lecture on draping cowls, I experimented with
the paper to create similar folds. The folds were incorporated
in the legs of the pants and the sleeves of the jacket.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Moonlight Rhapsody
Prof Affil: Mount Mary College
Sponsor: Andrea Kolasinski Marcinkus
Designer: Cassandra Schmidt
Purpose of the Piece
“Moonlight Rhapsody” is a couture gown inspired by thirties
glamour. Cut on the bias, the evening gown is designed to be
worn to an elegant event.
Design Process
I first looked at movie stars of the nineteen thirties for inspiration. I was particularly inspired by a gown worn by Marlene
Dietrich designed by Travis Banton. Clinging long lines,
drapery, bias cutting, tucking, and train that may be used as a
shawl are the emphasis of my gown.
Materials Used
The boned under-bodice is constructed of silk organza, while
the gown is made of silk jersey. Silk and cotton thread was
used for construction.
Techniques Used
I constructed my gown using Charles Kleibacker’s couture
construction techniques. I draped the tucking for placement,
then I hand sewed the tucks to the under-bodice with silk
thread. Hand rolled hems finish the two upper skirts and the
train, while a machine rolled hem finishes the bottom skirt.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: The Media: A Dress of Negative Stories,
A Jacket of Positives
Prof Affil: University of Minnesota
Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye
Designer: Holly Walter
Purpose of the Piece
We are constantly bombarded by the media. My goal was to
discover if we see more positive or negative stories through
one media source, the newspaper, and express this in a garment.
Design Process
To begin my design process I cut articles from several newspapers and attached them together to form separate sheets
of positive and negative articles. When these sheets were
completed I determined that we see can see twice as many
negative media stories on a daily basis.
Materials Used
Newspaper, duct tape, snaps, and thread were used. Tape was
used to attach pieces together, while thread was used to attach
the snaps.
Techniques Used
To create the large sheets of newspaper, I attached them with
a solid duct tape backing. Instead of stitching pieces together,
I eliminated the seam allowance and taped each seam closed.
Both garment designs have little embellishment so the different
articles are not disrupted and can still be read.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Princess Balen of Taiwan Aborigine
Prof Affil: Shih Chien University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Sponsor: Yun Wang
Designer: Ya-Wen Sun
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration is from an aborigine ballad of Taiwan which
tells of the ancestor-princess Balen who had a courageous
marriage with the King of serpent. This will bless the people to
have good clothes, rich food, peace and joy. This song
expresses that they miss her, thank her, and love her.
Design Process
The design chose cotton linen fabric to show that princess
Balen’s unadorned personality. The yellow, orange, and green
glaze beadings were used to decorate on the dresses which
represent ‘honorable’ for aborigines. The electronic embroidery of the totem was used on clothes to express the old
meaning of aborigine.
Materials Used
Yellow, green, orange colors beadings for top; jacquard weave
linen fabric with embodies totem, and harvested millet in bottom for the skirt.
Techniques Used
Upper part of the body used yellow, green, orange three colors
beading necklaces repeatedly to cover the chest which seems
like a small vest. In the bottom, the millet was randomly
sewed in cloth together and the front pattern of skirt has the
aborigine totem which represents the ancestral souls.
13

Level: Graduate
Title: Cocktail
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Sponsor: Dr. Jean Parsons
Designer: Brenda Ackerman
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration for this garment comes from the cocktail
dresses of the 1950’s which included bare shoulders and bell
shaped silhouettes. The waist is form fitting with added fullness
at the bottom which is tea length. The bust is gathered to create a fuller bust line emphasizing the waist.
Design Process
The initial inspiration for this piece was striped fabric. I wanted
to use the stripes of the fabric to create the shaping. When I
found this fabric, I thought the complementary colors, orange
and blue, would create a visual excitement.
Materials Used
The fabric I used is silk fabric that was intended for use in
men’s neckties. Boning provides the support. Lining is a lightweight poly/blend fabric.
Techniques Used
The fabric was draped directly to the body form. The stripes
of the fabric form the shaping. Each stripe was individually
stitched. Each component was draped and stitched according
to the stripes using the princess lines as a guide. There were no
patterns used with the exception of the lining.

Level: Graduate
Title: French Connection
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Sponsor: Dr. Jean Parsons
Designer: Brenda Ackerman
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration comes from late 18th century French style
caraco, a less formal type of dress. The caraco is the jacket
portion of a dress that includes a fitted bodice and a double
ruffle at the hip level. The S-shaped silhouette was a common
feature of that time.
Design Process
I chose to use the fitted, asymmetrical bodice and a fitted
sleeve that incorporates a bell shape at the sleeve’s edge. The
hip portion is flared by added extra fullness in the back by
incorporating a peplum. Lace is added to the neckline, sleeve
and the hem.
Materials Used
The fabric for the main jacket is silk dupioni. The collar is a
lace poly/spandex blend. The jacket is fully lined with polyester brocade.
Techniques Used
The flat pattern method was used to create the patterns for the
jacket. Draping was used to form the base and shape of the
asymmetrical collar. The lace on the collar was hand-stitched
into place to create an interesting three-dimensional effect.
Lace extends beyond the cuff and hemline.
14
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Level: Graduate
Title: Arson
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Sponsor: Vincent Quevedo
Designer 1: Shea Alexander
Designer 2: Vince Quevedo
Purpose of the Piece
The garment was constructed for a Graduate course in apparel
and textile design. It was a learning process of free-motion
quilting and discharge dyeing, as well as original pattern
design. It was inspired by a personal experience of loss to fire,
and visualizes the emotion and drama of fire.
Design Process
My design process began with losing my home to a fire. I was
inspired to create something that visualized my emotional
experience and the power of fire. A simple dress with extreme
detail and dramatic coloring was desired. This garment captures the feeling of burning emotion.
Materials Used
The garment and accessories are made of black satin and
Hobbs batting. Polyester thread was used for the quilting.
Discharged with pure bleach.
Techniques Used
The dress is made of eight panels, which were individually
quilted with free-motion stitching. The panels were then sewn
together, and discharged by pouring pure bleach over the
completed dress. The bleach sat on the dress for one hour.
The detached collar and sleeves were constructed in the same
manner.
Level: Graduate
Title: Lux
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Sponsor: Vincent Quevedo
Designer 1: Shea Alexander
Designer 2: Vincent Quevedo
Purpose of the Piece
This luxurious women’s coat was created for a Graduate level
apparel design course. The wearable art piece was constructed
from an original pattern and employs innovative fabric manipulation techniques which contrast the supple velvet with
the heavily stitched silk panels.
Design Process
My design process is based on fabric manipulation and handdyeing techniques. This piece is intended to show contrast of
two types of silk. The panels are china silk which have been
stitched and manipulated to create a stiff, three-dimensional
character and the body of the coat is luxurious silk velvet.
Materials Used
100% china silk panels with 100% silk velvet stitched with
100% cotton thread. 100% china silk lining. Wonder-Under
fabric adhesive. Fiber Reactive Procion dyes.
Techniques Used
The coat was created from an original pattern. The china silk
panels were gathered and adhered to a silk backing, then
heavily stitched in circular patterns. The completed garment
was then dyed in various layers of green and blue dyes.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Got skirt
Prof Affil: Kansas State University
Designer: Cosette Armstrong
Purpose of the Piece
Intended use: handbag. The inspiration came from an episode
of Will & Grace. Debra Messing’s character Grace walks into
her New York design studio sporting a furry skirt with a large
cow print. Karen, Grace’s assistant played by Megan Mullally,
comments, “wow, got skirt?”
Design Process
The handbag is comprised of a pink pleated skirt made of vinyl
with a cow print created by hand beading. Each bead has
been attached with a sequin behind it and knotted for durability. A gathered tulle hem was sewn into the waistband and
finished with an acrylic bamboo handle.
Materials Used
The exterior of the bag is created from vinyl, gathered tulle,
and various glass beads and sequins. The interior consists of
black polyester satin.
Techniques Used
The cow print was created through hand beading. The vinyl
was then pleated, a layer of tulle added, and a waistband attached. The exterior of the skirt was turned inside out, tucked
into the satin interior, and stitched at the waistband, bringing
the exterior and interior together.

Level: Graduate
Title: Design Interactive—a Look at Relationships
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Mary Katherine Brock
Purpose of the Piece
Inspired by concepts of play and interactive art, this nontraditional wedding gown invites the viewer to participate in the
creation process. Breaking social conventions of art-as-object,
the designer invites viewers to see fashion design as a contributory process. The design is thus completed through this
designer/viewer symbiotic relationship.
Design Process
This gown was designed to communicate ideas of marital
relationships—the most intimate human interaction. The ivory
structure implies American wedding traditions and maroon
accents are symbolic of love. The train is the palate for viewer
interaction, and completes the interactive/relational metaphor
inherent in this design.
Materials Used
Poly-satin fabrics with muslin and tulle underskirt; chalkboard
spray paint, chalk; fusible, non-woven interfacing; metal snaps
and closure; invisible zipper; poly-cotton threads
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Techniques Used
A combination of draping and flat pattern techniques was
employed in the design and construction of this garment. The
polyester/satin train was spray painted with chalkboard paint
following tests with different materials. The train is detachable
for both transport and construction purposes.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Shin’an
Prof Affil: Drexel University, Philadelphia
Sponsor: Marilyn Hefferen
Designer: Autumn Kietponglert
Purpose of the Piece
When I create a garment, I try to manifest my dreams and convey a sense of otherworldliness. In this garment, I manipulated
the fabric to create feather-like pieces to convey and angelic
quality. I also hoped fabricate a haunting sense of beauty in
the distortion of the fabric.
Design Process
First, I did a series of rough sketches based on my inspiration
and the feeling I wanted to convey. Then, I experimented with
silk organza trying to manipulate and pleat the fabric in a
variety of different ways and drape pieces based on my experiments.
Materials Used
Hand-pleated white silk organza pressed on the bias or
straight grain and grey silk organza.
Techniques Used
I wet a square or rectangular piece silk organza, and then
hand gathered and stretched on the straight grain or bias and
pressed it with a steam iron. Then, I intuitively draped the
pieces to create a gown.

Level: Graduate
Title: Going out with gorgeousness
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Sponsor: Kyoung-Hee Cho
Designer: Min-jee Kim
Purpose of the Piece
This project was inspired by the poisonous mushroom. I discovered a beautiful poisonous mushroom when I climbed the
mountain. I focused on making dress expressing the shape and
color of the poisonous mushroom. This dress is for the stage
costume.
Design Process
Design concepts were mystery and glamorous. Main color of
the dress was purple which the mushroom has. The gradations effects from deep purple to light purple symbolized the
mystery image of poisonous mushroom color. Silhouette was
the balloon style for the mushroom shape.
Materials Used
The fabric of the dress was silk satin
Techniques Used
Draping technique is used for the dress shape with the threedimensional. Direct dyeing used for basic purple color. Gradations technique was done with design point. The point texture
on the surface was made by elastic band and an elastic thread.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Shibori Lounger
Prof Affil: Wayne State University
International Academy of Design and Technology
Designer: Mary Kramer
Purpose of the Piece
The Shibori Jacket is meant to be worn as lounge wear. The
concept involved the creation of garments with design lines
from the 1950s but updated to include fabrics and assembly
techniques being employed by today’s artists and unconventional in nature.
Design Process
The design process began with creating several yards of shibori
silks, through various folding and tying and dyeing techniques.
The purpose was to create interesting dyed patterns that could
be used to design a garment around.
Materials Used
The materials include silk organza, polyester tire cord, MSX
dyes, and merino wool roving.
Techniques Used
Techniques used for designing the textile, included, de-gumming the silk, folding and tying, dyeing. Garment design
included, draping, needle and nuno felting to assemble and
finish the garment.

Level: Graduate
Title: Cobbler’s Dream
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Aarti Mahajan
Purpose of the Piece
Inspired by cobblers’ leatherworking techniques, I wanted to
use belts for a whole garment instead of just a single accessory
and to relate their thick structure to body curves. Belt buckles
were viewed for their unifying, functional and embellishing
roles.
Design Process
2000-2500 punched holes and hand stitching represent cobblers’ hard work. Lengths were cut to fit transitions in body
curves. Bodice and skirt sections differentiated through stitching – one-directional for bodice and cross stitches for skirt.
Randomized buckle placement creates diversity; the “United
We Stand” buckle verbalizes the entirety.
Materials Used
Old leather belts and suede leather cords are used to make
this dress.
Techniques Used
Holes were made with a punch and hammer, then belts joined
by hand sewing leather cord, cutting lengths to achieve garment shape and fit. Belts were arranged to achieve random
placement of most buckles and focal placement of some such
as “United We Stand”. Opening is placed at dress back.
18
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Level: Graduate
Title: Luminous
Prof Affil: Southern Illinois University at Carbondale
Designer: Joyce Robinson
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration for Luminous came from a book on folding and
tucking fabric, used in quilts. It is interesting to create designs
with folding fabric and use it to create a motif on the surface
of the garment. Understanding of how pieces fit together to
create the design becomes clear.
Design Process
The folded pieces were constructed on a flat square and
draped in place. The pieces were arranged to enhance the
theme of light, and create the design with folded and tucked
fabric. The bodice is made up of 99 fabric pieces, some folded
and tucked to create the motif.
Materials Used
100% cotton yellow print fabric, 100% polyester yellow satin,
100% polyester yellow chiffon, 50/50 cotton/polyester deep
yellow and light yellow, and gold metallic thread.
Techniques Used
The fabric was folded, and quilted to create the surface design.
It features a centered zipper, French seams on the skirt, and is
fully lined. Darts and dart equivalents are used to shape and
contour the form.

Level: Graduate
Title: Pieces of My Broken Heart, Bloom into New Love
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Pamela Ulrich
Designer: Holly Skinner
Purpose of the Piece
Inspired by love’s forever promise to never die, I struggled to
piece together my broken heart, as the hardened bodice advocates strength. Eloquence of love’s emblem of eternity and
journey through my life intertwines with the multiple shades
of roses, which symbolize relationships that divinely influence
my existence.
Design Process
Deep, vibrant shades of red to light pink satin fabrics were
chosen for the skirt to link the symbolism of roses with a soft,
sensual feel and juxtapose the hardened pieces that create
the bodice. Such contrasts reflect pieces of love from the past,
present, and future.
Materials Used
Various shades of satin fabric, canvas, dress zipper, felt,
wooden strips, sheet metal, laminated magazine clippings,
strips of satin ribbon.
Techniques Used
Draped felt and canvas foundation; internal bodice: felt,
wooden strips, sheet metal, all layered and encased with an
outer layer of felt; external bodice: magazine clippings pieced
in a multidimensional, mosaic collage; skirt: over one-hundred, hand sewn couture Dior roses over canvas fabric.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Honor Valor Sacrifice
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Designer 1: Cathy Starr
Designer 2: Vincent Quevedo
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose for this submission was to not only demonstrate
support of the American troops serving in the War on Terror,
but to celebrate their honor, applaud their valor, and immortalize their sacrifice. A representative of the fallen soldiers, serving in Iraq and Afghanistan, are listed on the yellow ribbon.
Design Process
Having a daughter and son-in-law in the military prompted the
yellow ribbon stole to express my pride and support of their
efforts. Hand writing the names of fallen solders was done to
honor their sacrifice and prompted many prayers. The black
dress represents mourning for the fallen souls.
Materials Used
The stole was 100% polyester satin filled with Hobbs cotton
batting and stitched with rayon thread. A cotton/polyester
blend formed the single filling knit gown.
Techniques Used
Names and rank of fallen soldiers found on a military website
were hand written on a yellow satin ribbon. Gold lettering
honored each soldier with precious recognition. Machine
quilting and yellow lining gave depth to the stole. The black
gown symbolized sacrifice and added drama to the ensemble.

Level: Graduate
Title: Dream Weaver
Prof Affil: Oregon State University
Sponsor: Kathy Mullet
Designer 1: Tsun-Yin Tung
Designer 2: Kathy Mullet
Purpose of the Piece
This garment was developed to use a non-traditional material
and draping techniques. Using magazine pages rolled into
sticks, they were then woven to follow the shape of the body.
Design Process
The bodice piece was woven on the dress form so it would
conform to the bust and waist of the body. The back was left
open so the garment could be taken on and off. To create a full
skirt effect the magazines sticks were extended out to form a
peplum.
Materials Used
Rolled Magazines pages, newspaper strips, nylon taffeta dress,
and 14 inch zippers for straps and ties.
Techniques Used
Woven bodice and a dress with fitted bodice, side zipper and
circle skirt were draped. Strips of newspaper added to skirt to
follow the skirt fullness zippers used for straps and ties.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Garden of perfection in the eye of the perceiver
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Pamela Ulrich
Designer: Whitney Upchurch
Purpose of the Piece
Although viewers of Picasso’s painting, “Nature Mort,” can
envision the perfection of gardens full of picturesque flowers,
he saw the imperfections that artists perceive in their work. On
the surface, the garden is beautiful, but the gardener spies the
weeds that go unnoticed by the casual observer.
Design Process
The vase shape and color mimics Picasso. Bright, multi-colored flowers represent sunny, spring gardens. The less noticeable contrasting thread colors used to sew the flowers suggest
the smaller imperfections that only the designer notices. Green
pipe cleaners signify undesired weeds that surface throughout
a garden.
Materials Used
Dress: yellow, green dupioni silk, interfacing; crinoline; tulle;
burlap. Lining: muslin. Flowers: satin; cotton, cotton balls,
polyester fiberfill, pipe cleaners, wire.
Techniques Used
Flat patterns for dress. Release tucks cinch waist and accentuate hips. Flare gores below knee to create fishtail. Fiberfill
stuffed petals. Gathered crinoline attached to underskirt creating bubble for tulle, creating the vase shape. Hand-tacked tulle
to burlap forming greenery for blossoming flowers. Attached
flowers to burlap under-bodice with wire.
Level: Graduate
Title: Mystifying Muse Draped in Down
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Pamela Ulrich
Designer: Amanda Vallone
Purpose of the Piece
Birds symbolize beauty, freedom, and stories centering on
them around history, loveliness of feathers and fascination
with the creature lead to this design for a muse’s dress in
black. As black is subtle yet, understated the design is enhanced by being made of black feathers instead of traditional
materials.
Design Process
Black Feathers form the dress and fuchsia accents suggest her
wild side, away from the usual little black dress. The bright
accents were meant to create contrast to the everyday black
dress and feathers were chosen for illusion.
Materials Used
Black Feathers, Black Cotton blend fabric, tulle, feathers, hot
pink sateen- polyester blend.
Techniques Used
Feathers were sewn onto a layer of tulle and a stronger black
cotton fabric. Fuchsia lining, halter, and empire waistband
were added for contrast. Attaching feathers to tulle, draping
chest of bodice and making pattern for rest, sewing garment
together.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Lure of the sea water wave
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Sponsor: Kyoung-Hee Cho
Designer: Min-ji Yong
Purpose of the Piece
This project was inspired by the sea water wave. The background of the my work was that I watched TV documentary
program ¡°Kalibo Islands, Philippine¡±, which showed the
rhythmical waves with shinning to be reflected by sunshine.
This dress is for the eveningwear.
Design Process
Design concepts were romantic and sexy. The gradations effects from deep blue to light blue symbolized the sea world
from deep sea to the sea shore. The size variation of the piece
from the small to the big symbolized the ripple and billow
swell of waves.
Materials Used
The fabrics of the dress were silk organza and silk chiffon. The
effect of the silver stitches was for the reflection of sunshine.
Techniques Used
Draping technique is used for the dress shape and band detail.
Direct dyeing is used for basis blue color. Gradation effect
was done each band piece that has color gradation from deep
color to light color. Each piece was attached one by one on
the dress surface.

Level: Professional
Title: Transitions #1: Confusion
Prof Affil: Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, VA
Designer: Joni Beach
Purpose of the Piece
Bits and pieces of our lives are kept…bit and pieces are lost or
changed…through these periods some confusion happens as
the old mixes and intertwines with the new, gradually transforming into something different…a new form—a lifeweaving.
The purpose of this piece is to express the state of confusion.
Design Process
While studying life transitions, such as children leaving home
or the illness of a family member, I began journaling ideas
and sketching visual expressions of these experiences and
the stages in which one finds oneself as you make changes-wanted or not. A series of textile art pieces were begun--#1
Confusion was the first of the series.
Materials Used
Commercial fabrics, cotton batting, and polyester thread were
used for the quilt sandwich--beads, fusible web, yarn, fabrics,
and rayon thread for the surface design.
Techniques Used
A quilt sandwich was made by layering fabric and batting. The
design was added to the surface by fusing on pieces of fabric
and couching bits of yarn. Beads were hand-sewn. Free-motion stitching was done with the machine feed-dogs down. The
edge was then finished with a mitered binding.
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Level: Professional
Title: Power of Circle
Prof Affil: Virginia Tech
Designer: Myung-Hee Chae
Purpose of the Piece
The traditional Korean gown, worn by an empress in the Chosun dynasty, inspired “Power of Circle”. The golden trimmed
circle, which accents the gown, symbolizes a social class and
dynasty admired by many. Eastern characteristics of the traditional gown were harmonized with western features to create
this for the glamour-conscious and self-confident woman.
Design Process
A golden trimmed circle was placed on the center front of the
dress to capture the attention of the audience. The large circle
symbolizes the power of self in confident women. To support
the more beauty of “Power of Circle”, a split located under the
circle continues down the front center of the dress.
Materials Used
Crepe satin, non-stretched transparent fabric, stretched knit
fabric, and golden trims were used to create the garment.
Techniques Used
The garment was designed using flat pattern techniques. The
garment’s unique materials and aesthetic qualities were combined to emphasize overall aesthetics of the garment. Golden
trims were stitched on the circle, horizontal panels, and strips
surrounding the neck to express the royal class image.

Level: Professional
Title: Hard Wear
Prof Affil: State University of New York College at Oneonta
Designer: Annacleta Chiweshe
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of the project was to create a piece of wearable
art using non-traditional materials. The design was inspired by
the computers in the computer lab I taught.
Design Process
I obtained boxes of cast-off computer cables of different thicknesses from our technology department. After studying the
cables I made a sketch for a two piece outfit with a corset-like
halter top and skirt.
Materials Used
More than 200 feet of computer cable and craft wire were
used to construct the outfit.
Techniques Used
The piece was constructed on a mannequin using shaped
weaving and twisting and coiling techniques. For the top, two
cables were first tied on the mannequin, one around the neckline and the other around the waistline just above the navel.
Shorter cables were then secured vertically with wire to the
neckline and waistline cables.
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Level: Professional
Title: Song of the Trumpet Shell
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Designe1: Kyoung-Hee Cho
Purpose of the Piece
This is one of the “Sea World” works series. The purpose of
this project was to create a dress that symbolized the trumpet
shell and expressed the song image with repeated rhythm.
The spiral texture of a trumpet shell inspired this project. This
dress can be for eveningwear or as a party dress for a special
occasion.
Design Process
The dress shape that has the unbalanced hemline symbolizes
the trumpet shell shape. The gradation effect with brown tones
expresses the trumpet shell color. The shape and detail of collar with spiral lines signify the shape and texture of the trumpet shell. The pointed surface lines have a winding gradual
rhythm, expressing the highs and lows in the rhythm of song.
Materials Used
Silk satin was used for the dress. Elastic thread with black was
used for making wrinkles on the surface of fabric. Silk thread
with ivory was used for interlocking.
Techniques Used
To imply motion in the dress shape, draping was mainly used
with bias grain. A brown tone gradation was prepared through
tie-dyeing technique. To implement wrinkles on the surface,
the fabric was reproduced by making smocking shaped
squares with very fine elastic thread. The interlocking was used
for repeated lines on the surface.
Level: Professional
Title: Island Spirit
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Designer: Kyoung-Hee Cho
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of the work was to create a dress that symbolized
the image of the potential energy of an island. It was inspired
by Phi Phi Island, Thailand, which was full of vigor with many
beautiful cracks and rock-walls. This dress is an excellent
match for special occasion such as a wedding ceremony party.
Design Process
With an emphasis on design concept of enormous environmental imaging, the grayish blue surface structural shape was
contrasted with the irregularly applied texture with white
cracks to create an eveningwear. The irregular cracks express
rock textures. The projecting points signify the unchangeable
energy.
Materials Used
Wool felt with lightweight was used for the dress. A very fine
thin cotton wad was used for the crack texture on the surface.
Techniques Used
Draping technique was used for making the three-dimensional
dress form. It looks two pieces but is one-piece dress that
has one linked piece in back. The effect of white cracks was
created by irregularly sticking a very fine thin cotton wad on
the surface. A chopstick was used for making the projecting
points.
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Level: Professional
Title: The Big Wave of the Colored Pieces
Prof Affil: Undergraduate student, Dongshin University
Designer: Mee-Sung Choi
Purpose of the Piece
The objective is to create the aesthetic shape as a crescent of
the Korea traditional house. The main materials are natural
persimmon-dyed hemp with brilliant different colors used for
expression of an oriental philosophy, which is the blue, white,
red, black, orange is a symbol of the civilian religion.
Design Process
Even though the traditional Korean house is considered old
fashion in the modern life style, it is important to preserve and
use as a resource for design. The collar and neckline were
modeled after the curve of the traditional roof design.
Materials Used
Hemp dyed with persimmon juice which the strong sunshine
changed the tannins to a cocoa color.
Techniques Used
This outfit consists of two pieces; one is unbalanced blouse
and slacks. Forty two different shape pieces of the wide flat
collar and 5 narrow strips create an asymmetrical blouse. The
diagonal line of the blouse collar and the edges were created
to make a dynamic and multi-dimensional design. The patterns
used delicate draping techniques. Decorative wide cuffs made
from thirty different small pieces are used on the slacks edges
to match the blouse.

Level: Professional
Title: From W to M
Prof Affil: Delta State University
Designer: Janice Haynes
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose was for the faculty member to create a piece that
provided design inspiration for fashion promotion students
who aspired to create a wearable art-piece from laminated
magazine covers for the opening scene “Cover Girl,” in a campus-wide fashion show. This dress is of laminated W magazine
covers.
Design Process
Inspiration came from fashion magazine covers and a set of
color chips and the desire to utilize them in a non-traditional
manner. The 2-piece dress combines rectangular W logos, in
assorted colors and assorted jewel-tone laminated cardstock
color swatches. Pieces were hole-punched and connected by
silver book rings.
Materials Used
W magazine logos, covers, and card stock color swatches
were laminated. Chain shoulder straps were crafted from silver
book rings. Underskirt was leather chain belts.
Techniques Used
An underskirt of leather chain belts, connected with book
rings, was created by draping for attachment of the magazine
covers. W covers were hole-punched and connected to the
underskirt with book rings, creating a tiered skirt. The covers
were inverted (now “M’s”) for visibility of the cover photos.
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Level: Professional
Title: Tag you’re it
Prof Affil: Delta State University
Designer: Janice Haynes
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose was to design an art-piece vest from garment
labels and to highlight the uniqueness of each tag. Further objectives of the design were 1) to highlight the vest by designing
a coordinating unique long split skirt, and 2) to utilize the vest
to promote the field of fashion.
Design Process
To accommodate the garment tag placement, the waist-length
vest utilized modified triangular front pattern pieces, adapted
from a basic bodice block. The long asymmetrical wrapped
split skirt design was draped. Black was selected to highlight
the tags. Contemporary and vintage tags were selected to best
promote the field of fashion.
Materials Used
Pants are polyester crepe; vest is garment labels, polyester
batting, polyester lining, cotton backing, leather back; closures
are vintage clip earrings.
Techniques Used
Garment name and care labels were cut from garments and
fused onto cotton fabric, backed by batting. Multi-colored
metallic thread was machine couched onto the garment with a
zigzag stitch and highlights each tag. A large label was stitched
onto the black leather vest back. The pants were draped.

Level: Professional
Title: Peacock in Winter
Prof Affil: Washington State University
Designer: Jennifer Infanger
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this garment is to design wearable art that
reflects multicultural and international influences and provides
designers with inspiration from traditional dress of non-western countries. In India, most often the peacock is associated
with fertility and rebirth, the inspiration behind this design
focuses on these attributes.
Design Process
Inspiration was gathered on Indian clothing motifs and an
analysis of one hundred figures from art – fifty each from preMughal and post-Mughal. Review of literature aided in the
selection of motifs; art analysis inspired the silhouette. From
this, initial sketches were created and patterns developed.
Materials Used
100% pre-beaded white silk dupioni – bodice. 100% white
silk dupioni – skirt, collar. 100% polyester bronze satin
– band. 100% polyester navy, bronze, and green - sheers.
Techniques Used
Garment pattern was flat-patterned from a basic bodice sloper
with the three sheer drapes draped after the skirt was completed. For skirt center band, peacock eyes were individually
embroidered, cut out, and sewn to the band with peacock
feathers behind. Sheer drape edges are roll hemmed using a
serger.
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Level: Professional
Title: Snowflake
Prof Affil: North Carolina State University
Designer: Cynthia Istook
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration for this garment originated from looking at
Tiffany’s paper maché and doily window displays in NYC in
the fall. An interest in designing with nonwoven fabrics provided the challenge and opportunity to create a design using
some of the unique properties of nonwovens integrated with
traditional fabrics.
Design Process
The initial Tiffany “vision” sparked ideas related to snowflakes,
paper maché, crispness, volume, and ice. I explored ways to
use the unique properties of nonwovens to recreate the image
of snowflakes as they fall and then relax against each other. I
also explored ways to create the garment without the use of
thread.
Materials Used
Nonwoven Evalon Fabric -- Nylon/Polyester Blend Organza
Netting Zipper
Techniques Used
The garment foundation was draped and ultrasonically bonded. The bodice was created using paper maché techniques.
The snowflakes were designed in Gerber CAD and more than
200 of varying sizes and shapes were cut using an automatic
cutter. These were sonobonded to the garment along with netting and organza (for volume and shine).

Level: Professional
Title: Snowdrift
Prof Affil: North Carolina State University
Designer: Cynthia Istook
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration for this garment originated from Tiffany’s winter
window displays in NYC. An interest in designing with nonwoven fabrics provided the challenge and opportunity to create
a design using some of the unique properties of nonwovens
integrated with traditional fabrics. The focus was on creating
the look of a “snowdrift”.
Design Process
The Tiffany “vision” sparked ideas related to snow, volume,
and ice. I explored ways to use the unique properties of
nonwovens to recreate the image of a snowdrift as it might
develop and change in the sun. The crystals of ice within the
drift sparkle and shine as the eye moves over the image.
Materials Used
Nonwoven Evalon -- Nylon/Polyester Blend Organza Netting
Zipper Bugle, Rocaille, and Seed beads Teardrop Beads Horsehair braid Boning
Techniques Used
The garment was created using flat pattern techniques. The
bodice and skirt were beaded using tambour beading methods. The nonwoven used in the bodice provided a nice structural foundation. The nonwoven fabric for the overskirt was
washed and softened to allow it to drape as desired.
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Level: Professional
Title: With All the Trimmings: Corsets and Crinolines
Designer: Tracy Jennings
Prof Affil: Dominican University
Designer 2: Alana Devine
Prof Affil: Dominican University
Purpose of the Piece
This 2-piece dress is part of a collection that draws design
inspiration from the wide variety of by-the-yard trimmings
that are available today. These trims, with their rich detail and
deep hues, invoked the opulence of the Victorian era and this
guided the design process.
Design Process
Corsets and crinolines are hallmarks of the Victorian era and
the latticed lines associated with them provided a perfect way
to showcase several types of trimming. The corset and crinoline were moved to the outside and their structure became the
central design feature.
Materials Used
Bodice base is 100% silk dupioni and skirt base is 100% silk
chiffon. Fifteen different kinds of coordinating red, gold, and
metallic trims are used.
Techniques Used
Boning, placed under each row of trim on the bodice, gives
the corset form. On the crinoline, boning was inserted into
self-fabric casings. A three-inch trim was used at the bustline
and hems and a ribbon laces up the back. The sheer skirt is
gathered into a shaped yoke.

Level: Professional
Title: With All the Trimmings: Ribbons, No Bows
Designer: Tracy Jennings
Prof Affil: Dominican University
Designer 2: Alana Devine
Prof Affil: Dominican University
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose is to design a garment that is made predominantly
from decorative trimming instead of from traditional cut and
sew fabrics. Trims are customarily used sparingly as accents,
not as the main fabrication. The challenge was to use trims as
both the styling inspiration and overall textile design.
Design Process
The colors and natural elements of the trims evoked images of
the 1960’s. This theme was carried out in the empire waistline,
mini length, and a-line shape. Organic feathers conceal the
bustline. On the skirt, intentionally disparate trims are juxtaposed for a visual effect reminiscent of 60’s era eclecticism.
Materials Used
Fourteen different, yet coordinating trims were used. They include georgette florets, beaded trim, velvet and satin ribbons,
feathers, organza, raw silk, and netting.
Techniques Used
Layers of net trim and feathers outline the dress at neck, waist,
and hem. To fully showcase the trim, the skirt pattern is a onequarter circle. This allows for rows of trim to move diagonally
across the front and meet at the center back seam at right
angles.
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Level: Professional
Title: Shibori Bow
Prof Affil: Wayne State University
Designer: Rayneld Johnson
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this fiber art design was to create an artistic
innovative soft brimmed hat style constructed of original felted
materials.
Design Process
Utilzing the felting process and millinery techniques, black
merino wool roving was manipulated,blocked and steamed to
create a classic style hat. Contrasting swatches were also felted
into the base fabric. For the plaid bow, wool roving was felted
then resist dyed twice, in opposite directions.
Materials Used
Merino wool roving was used to create the felt for the hat and
shibori bow. Trim is polyester micro suede.
Techniques Used
Felting, shibori and millinery techniques were integrated to
create the fiber art hat design. The base fabric and bow were
developed by the felting process. To achieve the plaid pattern
for the bow, the felt was pleated, compressed and dyed twice.
MIllinery techniques were applied in blocking and finishing.

Level: Professional
Title: The Whisper of Flowers
Designer: Eundeok Kim
Prof Affil: Florida State University
Purpose of the Piece
The goal for this design was to create a one-piece dress that
suggests a spring flower garden. The inspiration stemmed from
Maclay Gardens in Tallahassee, FL. The feminine, elegant dress
features a body-conforming bodice with a mandarin collar,
cap sleeves, and hand-made flowers, and 8-gored skirt with
irregular hems.
Design Process
Tree leaves and white magnolia were photographed separately
in Maclay Gardens. With Adobe Photoshop the flower image
was reproduced in three different sizes and combined into
one large flower then compressed with the image of leaves.
The motif was repeated and digitally printed onto 100% silk
charmeuse.
Materials Used
100% silk charmeuse and 100 silk organza
Techniques Used
The surface design was digitally printed and the garment was
constructed using the draping method.
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Level: Professional
Title: Möbius Space
Designer 1: Yoo Jin Kwon
Prof Affil: Washington State University
Designer 2: Jean Parsons
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this design, a first collaboration between the
designers, was to explore the contrast of bias drape and crisp
fabric, and the integration of historic and contemporary inspirations. Initial inspiration came from Vionnet’s bias drape and
use of a Möbius Band.
Design Process
The design process began with sketches by one of the design
team. After an initial dress was draped, the second designer
used digital images to sketch over the design to experiment
with placement of the twisted strips and with proportion and
balance.
Materials Used
The dress is constructed of 100% silk organza. The black
organza is plain weave, the white is satin weave. The lining is
polyester.
Techniques Used
Through draping, bias cutting allowed development of shape
with minimal seaming. A triangular insert contours the dress
and, through use of angled tucks, provides repetition of line
for the strips. Draped strips were placed close together on the
upper bodice and then “deconstructed” on the skirt.

Level: Professional
Title: Remembering Monet’s Giverny
Designer: Mary Jane Matranga
Prof Affil: Purdue University
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of executing this piece was to create a wearable
painting that would interpret the beauty of Monet’s water garden and recreate the experience of seeing Monet’s garden at
Giverny. My goal was to design a garment that would function
as a one of a kind evening coat.
Design Process
The design process included developing a 360 degree composition for the coat using photographs taken at Giverny. Inspiration for the coat’s silhouette and fabrication came from a
study of East Asian costumes, particularly Japanese workman’s
jackets.
Materials Used
The coat is made of white silk shantung, was painted with silk
dyes and lined in aqua silk habotai.
Techniques Used
The piece was developed through flat pattern. The water
garden composition was painted on the assembled garment
with dyes. The garment was taken apart and the pieces were
steamed to fix the dyes. The garment was reassembled, matching all the images at the seams, and lined.
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Level: Professional
Title: A Glimpse of My Heart
Designer: Linda Ohrn-McDaniel
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Purpose of the Piece
To give “A Glimpse of My Heart” is the purpose of this dress.
A wedding is a day full of events, and sometimes stress, it was
therefore important to bring attention to the love the bride felt
for her husband and the memories they shared to get to this
point.
Design Process
Describing some ones feelings through a dress keeping it
visible, while creating a beautiful gown, seemed difficult.
However, words are used and embroidered onto the fabric
giving a feel of a jacquard. The text was carefully placed and
chosen, representing feelings and memories, thus adding both
beauty and thought.
Materials Used
Materials are; silk dupioni with a backing of silk organza,
embroidery in rayon thread and the beading is done using
Swarovski crystals.
Techniques Used
The initial process was draping to create a pattern using
circles as the fit of the dress. The pattern was then split into
sections and scanned into the computer to place the words in
their place. The dress was then embroidered in sections, put
together, and the circles inset.

Level: Professional
Title: Transformation: Circle Squared2
Designer 1: Jean Parsons
Prof Affil: Iowa State University
Designer21: J.R. Campbell
Prof Affil: Glasgow School of Art
Purpose of the Piece
This collaborative design continues creative experiments with
intersecting geometric shapes and with integration of digital
textile print designs engineered to emphasize and highlight
these shapes. Surface design experimentation was expanded
to include imagery printed on both sides of the fabric. It is
intended as either apparel or flat art work.
Design Process
The initial step in the design process was development of the
3D form. This occurred through analysis of how flat shapes
(circles and squares) might intersect into more complex, yet
wearable, forms. Surface design began with visually mimicking or responding to the shapes using photographic images
captured from stained-glass windows.
Materials Used
The body of the design is digitally printed, 100% linen. The
binding trim is digitally printed, 100% cotton broadcloth.
Techniques Used
Final design geometry evolved by inserting a square into a
circle by cutting an X in the middle. Rectangular pieces were
inserted into the square through a slash across the top, forming
a box-like configuration. To digitally print both sides of the
fabric required careful calculations to align the imagery.
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Level: Professional
Title: Susan
Designer: Vince Quevedo
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this project was to create a garment using
fabric purchased from a discount store costing only $1.00 a
yard. The challenge of the project was to show students the
importance of understanding fabric and clothing construction
quality to produce beautiful designs.
Design Process
The design process began with draping the pattern on a
dressform then to a live model. Quilting techniques were used
so that the design could be submitted into a quilted apparel
competition. Feathers were used to embellish the fully quilted
garment using the sewing machine.
Materials Used
Polyester fabric, cotton batting, feathers, nylon/polyester trim,
variagated low luster thread.
Techniques Used
Techniques used were: draping to acquire the pattern, machine quilting (stipling and channel stitching) using cotton
batting, handsewing feather embellishment, model selection,
photo shoot and presentation.

Level: Professional
Title: Seaweed
Designer: Eulanda Sanders
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Purpose of the Piece
The goal was to replicate the blue, green, and yellow hues
found in green seaweed due to the presence of chlorophyll,
through the use of yarn, dye, and beads on an empire waist
knit tank dress.
Design Process
The design process was initiated by studying the coloration of
various seaweed. This was followed by completing dye tests
on yarns and fabrics to obtain the desired colorations. Last,
sketches were completed of silhouettes that would meet the
goal of the project and characteristics of the dye tests and
yarns.
Materials Used
Materials included 50% rayon/50% cotton yarn and glass
beads.
Techniques Used
The dress was machine knit using garter stitch and 4 x 4-rib
from a white rayon/cotton yarn, then hand-dyed and beaded.
Fringe was later attached to the empire waistline.
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Level: Professional
Title: Peacock Splendor
Designer: Carolyn Schactler
Prof Affil: Central Washington University
Purpose of the Piece
The glorious color and varieties of peacock feathers inspired
this design. The goal was to use the peacock feathers in a
gown that would glorify their beauty. To arrange the several
shapes, colors and sizes of feathers into a beautiful design was
the primary goal.
Design Process
The lines of the gown are simple in order to allow the feathers
to be the dominant component of the design. They are found
on the flared collar, train, and shawl. The blue-green chiffon,
underlined with juniper-green satin, harmonizes with the
feathers’ colors. The feathers were arranged by size, color and
shape.
Materials Used
The silk chiffon has directional change of color. The underlining is a juniper-green satin. The lining is polyester. There are
287 feathers on the dress and the chiffon shawl.
Techniques Used
The bias drape reveals how the chiffon looks green in the warp
direction and blue in the weft. Draping the full lining and
under-lining on the straight of grain adds stability. The underlining and chiffon were sewn as-one. The feathers were spotglued then hand-sewn. The zipper was hand-sewn. A padded
roll under the collar adds lift.
Level: Professional
Title: Symphony
Designer: Sherry Schofield-Tomschin
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Purpose of the Piece
The goal was to create a fabric that could be used as a visual
metaphor for a symphony. Different fabrics, design elements
and accents were used to represent the individual notes and
sounds that come together into a single harmonious performance. A conductors attire provided inspiration for the
garment’s silhouette.
Design Process
Wavy strips of two different fabrics were re-woven into a
single fabric to represent the harmonious blending of instrumental sounds. Yarn was couched onto the fabric surface as a
metaphor for the melody, while beads represent the individual
notes. The flowing lines were reintroduced in lines of the
sheath dress.
Materials Used
The dress is silk crepe. The jacket was woven from cotton
Batik, and polyester shantung, couched with mohair blended
yarn, accented with glass seed beads.
Techniques Used
The draped jacket was created using a strip quilting technique
which includes cutting wavy strips of different fabrics, weaving
them back together and top-stitching the intersecting lines.
Then yarns were machine couched in an organic pattern and
accenting with seed beads.
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Level: Professional
Title: Trappings Two
Designer: Barbara Trout
Prof Affil: University of Nebraska
Purpose of the Piece
The radial collar, an iconic form of adornment, is the inspiration for this design. The knotted radial structure forms the
foundation to showcase several types of coral beads. A silk
gown was designed to complement the collar reiterating the
various shades found in coral. The ensemble is rendered in
hues ranging from red-orange to fuchsia exploring the warm
cool dynamic of red.
Design Process
Two collar segments were formed with a knotting technique.
The embellsihment involved bead work. The gown was draped
with a sculpted neckline to echo the outer shape of the collar.
A secondary focus was placed on the voluminous lower skirt
with development of a geometric motif of leather sequins.
Materials Used
Coral, leather that was cut and shaped to resemble feathers,
and silk organza in various hues of red and orange were used
for the gown. Additional materials were cord, ribbon and glass
beads.
Techniques Used
The foundation of the collar was built using a half hitch knotting technique around a core yarn. Pleating in the form of pin
tucks was integral to forming the fit and shape of the upper
bodice. Carefully folded, oversized pleats provided volume for
the lower skirt.

...End of Fiber/Wearable Art Category

Beginning of Target Market Category....

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Il n’y a Pas Fin de Cotonnade
(There is No End to Cottonade)
Prof Affil: Louisiana State University
Sponsor: Jenna Tedrick Kuttruff
Designer : Toni Dangerfield
Purpose of the Piece
I replicated textiles from a handwoven Acadian Cotonnade
quilt and constructed a contemporary garment using the quilt
as inspiration to illustrate that historic weaving patterns and
fashions of Louisiana Acadians are viable options in today’s
market place. Using historic artifacts as inspiration is integral
to the processes of apparel design.
Design Process
After weaving textiles inspired by an historic Acadian quilt, I
designed a collection of men’s and women’s casual wear that
captured the past through fabrics, coloring, and design details
based on historic Acadian garments and textiles.
Materials Used
Six colors of size 5/2 machine spun cotton yarns were used to
weave over 15 yards of narrow fabric with varying warp and
weft patterns.
Techniques Used
The garment pattern was made using flat pattern techniques.
The pattern pieces were strategically placed on the hand
woven fabric to resemble the patchwork found in historic Acadian quilts. The jacket was sewn using welt seams to prevent
raveling and provide a finished look both inside and out.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Shades of Black
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Jessie Fair
Purpose of the Piece
Inspired by modern shapes paired with sensuous fabrics, this
cocktail dress and jacket ensemble suits any dressy occasion. It is fun and fresh, yet classical and elegant. The design
embraces the versatility that today’s market demands. Intricate
details enhance the ensemble and give the design a unique
beauty
Design Process
The completion of these pieces follows many subtle revisions,
each strengthening the design. This ensemble features different
types of black fabric that subtly contrast each other highlighting the dynamic play of multiple the textures. This design
achieves a fun elegance by combining simple lines, interesting
shapes and intricate details.
Materials Used
D. The materials used include: black satin and micro-fiber
fabrics, black and white brocade, boning, piping, knitted interfacing, fiber fill, thread, and a zipper.
Techniques Used
This ensemble includes handmade piping details that enhance
the design. The dress is fully lined with boning added for support. The bust is slightly padded to provide a full shape along
the bust line. The bolero jacket features sonobonding details
that add surface interest to the design.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Écrasez la Fleur
Prof Affil: Mount Mary College
Sponsor: Andrea Kolasinski Marcinkus
Designer: Erica Fox
Purpose of the Piece
“Écrasez la Fleur” is a art-to-wear dress inspired by French
cuisine. Moved by the elegance and delicacy of some of the
ingredients, particularly the squash blossom, I was compelled
to design a dress around its beautiful organic silhouette and
colors.
Design Process
I abstracted the forms of various types of squash blossoms and
vines in my design process. Through draping, I created the
form of the unopened blossom through inverted pleating on
the skirt. I represented delicate vine tendrils through the use of
shear silk fabrics cut into flounces.
Materials Used
I created the dress from silk chiffon, organza, and taffeta. All
seams and edge stitches utilize silk thread.
Techniques Used
The entire pattern was draped. The dress was constructed from
silk taffeta, elegant and delicate, yet stiff enough to hold its
voluminous form. I used a lettuce edge finish on the chiffon
and organza flounces to further emphasize their movement.
Additionally, the pleats were hand-tacked and the collar hand
sewn.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Merlot
Prof Affil: Oregon State University
Sponsor: Kathy Mullet
Designer: Julia GaRey
Purpose of the Piece
As a fine red wine, this dress flows over the body in a rich
purple color. This garment was developed to show off the
flowing drape of the charmeuse fabric and provide the petite
woman with a sophisticated evening dress.
Design Process
A basic fitted bodice of muslin was draped and then the
charmeuse was pleated and tucked on the bodice so they
would conform to the body shape. The straps were draped to
follow the body curves. Tucks were draped in the skirt to carry
out the look of the bodice.
Materials Used
100% polyester charmeuse, 14 inch side invisible zipper,
100% cotton muslin underlining
Techniques Used
Draping techniques were used to develop the design. The
charmesue fabric was draped over a muslin bodice and the
straps hand stitch in place to hold the pleats and tucks. Side
zipper and hand stitch hem were used to finish the garment.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Vintage Pergola
Prof Affil: Mount Mary College
Sponsor: Andrea Kolansinski
Designer: Jaclyn Ghazazadeh
Purpose of the Piece
The natural beauty of the female form in combination with the
complex structure of a vineyard inspired this couture gown.
The latticework bodice entraps and compliments the soft
curves of the body while the free flowing chiffon skirt represent certain “freedoms” brought forth by the sweet wine.
Design Process
A series of body hugging lines were created. They developed
into an interlacing pattern in which some sections were the
mere absence of fabric. To balance the complexity of the bodice the skirt evolved as an extension of the lines.
Materials Used
Layers of nude silk-chiffon are matched to deep wine silk-satin
backed with black silk-organza. The free flowing train includes
both wine silk-chiffon and nude silk-chiffon.
Techniques Used
Following couture techniques, draped pieces were hand sewn
and fit to a live model. Individual pieces were assembled like
patchwork to create the illusion of an interlaced bodice. Muslin patterns were thread-traced onto silks, cut and hand-basted. Once fit, seams were machine stitched, basting removed
and seams broken and pressed.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Or De Blanc
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Hayley Gutman
Purpose of the Piece
Or de Blanc represents the uncorking of aesthetics, versatility, and pleasure. Inspired by blanc de blancs champagne,
this gown challenges the impressionability of clichéd evening
gown and parallels the curiosity and uniqueness that accompanies effervescent textures. The strategically crafted train can
be worn as a hood, cape, bustle, or floor-sweeping gown.
Design Process
The design process began with research of the imagery and
textual characteristics of blanc de blancs. These findings were
accompanied by studies of early 1900 operatic ensembles and
Ellen von Unwerth photography.
Materials Used
Fabrics: eggshell silk shantung lining and gold lame (to balance delicacy and structure). Trimming: white lace appliqués
(to transition opposing fabrics and highlight aesthetic quality).
Techniques Used
Or de Blanc was constructed through basic draping principles.
Using somewhat unconventional fitting measurements and
multiple muslin prototypes, the heavy lining and lightweight
outer shell were balanced through strategic machine sewing,
hand tacking, and under-stitched interfacings. The construction
is reversible and embellished with lace appliqué techniques.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Mexican Mythology
Prof Affil: Drexel University
Sponsor: Marilyn Hefferen
Designer: Hatfield Lindsey
Purpose of the Piece
For this piece I was inspired by pre-Columbian Mexican
motifs. I looked at many images of ancient stone carvings and
sculptures and more recent Mexican textiles. The abstracted
animals and use of positive and negative space influenced my
design.
Design Process
I used my research to develop my own animal motifs. I was
particularly interested in developing a story through the placement of the motifs. It was also important to me to maintain a
primitive feel to the embroidered designs, while still making
the garments contemporary and wearable.
Materials Used
The following materials were used: two different woven wools,
hair canvas, silk crepe de chin for linings, and alpaca, wool,
and mohair yarns.
Techniques Used
The shorts were machine sewn with hand finishing. The
sweater was machine knit with hand work to create the more
open stitch at the neck and shoulders. The coat was machine
and hand sewn using traditional tailoring techniques and embroidered by hand with yarn.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Snap
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer 1: Philip Kim
Designer 2: Roxanne Weippert
Purpose of the Piece
This particular look serves as a convertible piece in our collection where the jacket can be snapped onto the body suit
so our “woman” can ride on a motorcycle without the jacket
flapping in the wind. The bodysuit can be worn as a piece on
its own or with the accompanying jacket.
Design Process
The design process began with collecting inspiration. After
collecting inspiration, images were selected with the most
relevant feeling and sketches were generated. From those
sketches, design ideas were generated and through a process
of selection, the best idea(s) were chosen and then put into
production.
Materials Used
Thin jersey (body suit), vinyl, gold snaps
Techniques Used
The pattern was created from draping and patternmaking
processes. A vinyl jacket with radiating pleats was created and
then coordinated with the body suit for snap placement.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Plaited Leather
Prof Affil: Mount Mary College
Sponsor: Sandra Keiser
Designer: Jaime Labinski
Purpose of the Piece
My design concept was to incorporate braiding or plaiting
techniques that I had used to make military awareness wristbands during my deployment in Iraq. Research and experimentation helped me to develop a plaiting technique that
recreated the shape of my pattern.
Design Process
The pattern piece was taped down on a board. Strips of leather
were pre-cut to 1/8 inch. Plaiting began at the shoulder; armhole increases were accomplished by looping additional strips
over a strip already in work so that the armhole requiered no
finishing. A leather binding finished the hem.
Materials Used
Plaited leather strips and goat skin form the body; grommets
facilitate laced seams; white cotton twill features photocopy
transfers and hand painting.
Techniques Used
Plaited leather was used for the side fronts and backs. Woven
strips were brown and the solid goatskin was black so the
finished vest was professionally sparyed black. For the selfdesigned skirt fabric, newspapers were photo-transferred using
solvents. Fabric dye was dry-brushed over the top to create the
painterly effect.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Notions Abloom
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Shu Hwa Lin
Designer: Kelly Mammel
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration behind this dress was to create a recyclable
garment out of old materials that were donated to the University of Hawaii’s Apparel Product Design and Merchandising
program.
Design Process
My design process began by manipulating the shoulder pads,
elastic, and hanger tape in different ways to help visualize the
variety of patterns and shapes that could be created. From this
I was able to determine the shapes and style that I felt would
make the most flattering dress.
Materials Used
This dress is made out of satin, polyester, netting, shoulder
pads, elastic, and hanger tape.
Techniques Used
The dress was flat patterned, then elastic was draped over the
dress and sewn down in select places, the hanger tape was
scrunched up, pinned to the dress, and top stitched down,
and the shoulder pads were hand stitched together in flower
shapes and then hand stitched to the dress.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Plaid Revelry
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Dr. Shu Hwa Lin
Designer: Kelly Mammel
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this dress was to create a punk and glam rock
inspired party dress for the fashion forward punk rock inspired
consumer.
Design Process
My design process began by researching punk and glam rock
styles. I then chose fabrics, prints, and colors that fit the punk
and glam rock style and experimented with different ways to
combine them into a fun party dress.
Materials Used
This dress is made out of taffeta, a nylon polyester blended
fabric, and polyester fabrics.
Techniques Used
This dress was flat patterned and fitted to a dress form. A stay
was made to hold the dress in place, and nine concave strips
of fabric were pieced together on each side to create the
pleated side details.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Denim Leis
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Dr. Shu-Hwa Lin
Designer: Minako McCarthy
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration for Denim Leis came from Hawaii’s symbol,
the lei, which is a wreath of flowers draped around the neck
that is used in many occasions in Hawaii. Using the colors of
Hawaii’s state flower, the hibiscus, was the idea for creating
this project.
Design Process
The purpose was to create an entertaining glamorous dress
that depicts Hawaii’s most prominent decoration, the lei.
Using a combination of various colored denims and popular
Hawaiian flower colors created a new type of lei, which was
made from the basket weaving technique.
Materials Used
Three different colors of 100% cotton denim, which included
recycled jeans and yellow and orange 100% polyester organza
were used for this dress.
Techniques Used
Creating two different sizes of the denim leis by the basket
weaving technique was the challenge. I used denim as the
warp and organza as the filling to create the denim lei. The
flower petals were placed on the outside of the wreath by using orange organza.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Plum Feast
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Dr. Shu-Hwa Lin
Designer: Minako McCarthy
Purpose of the Piece
Madeleine Vionnet influenced this project. I was inspired from
one of her dresses “Duchess of Gramont” which was the rectangle silhouette inspired from the Japanese kimono. I wanted
to use a Japanese cultural kimono to create a feminine dress.
Design Process
The purpose of this project was to recycle an old kimono and
reconstruct a similar rectangle kimono silhouette dress for the
spring season. Applying the Japanese plum, Ume motif was
the ideal choice for the dress because a blooming Ume symbolizes the beginning of spring in Japan.
Materials Used
An old polyester printed kimono and chiffon were used for the
dress. The plum motif was made from the kimono’s undergarment, polyester organza, and buttons.
Techniques Used
The dress contains four different layered collars around the
neck, which are similar to the Japanese imperial wedding
gown called Junihitoe. I used chiffon to create the undergarment because Japanese kimonos are designed with this
feature. I purposely wanted to show this piece and decorated
it with a plum motif.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Cora’s Choice
Prof Affil: Burlington County College
Sponsor: Lisa McPherson
Designer: Mary Jane Murphy-Bowne
Purpose of the Piece
Cora’s Choice is an ensemble from my collection titled Options. The purpose was a collection of clothing that can be
worn in several ways. This not only extends the seasons the
articles can be worn which is practical, but it is fun for the
girls who wear the articles.
Design Process
Inspiration came from illustrated versions of Cinderella and
from researching current trends in children’s clothing from
WGSN, Vogue Bambini, and Earnshaw’s. The color pallet included shades of blue, green, and aqua to be compatible with
multiple seasons.
Materials Used
Leggings/ shirt: cotton jersey, Jumper: cotton/polyester pique,
cotton chintz, and a striped denium, Capelet: fake fur.
Techniques Used
It allowed me to work with pattern development for woven
and knits. Jumper was drafted from a tent foundation. My
school does not offer instruction in Children’s wear so patterns were developed as independant study. The bottom of the
jumper bottons off and sleeves can be shortened with ties.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Nami Jacket and Pants: Technical
Snowboarding-Outerwear
Prof Affil: Colorado State University
Sponsor: Dr Eulanda Sanders
Designer: Jacquelyn Myers
Purpose of the Piece
This ensemble was designed for young female snowboarders
and incorporates technical features, fabrics, and construction
techniques. This design was inspired by Japanese quilt artist
Sanae Hattori, and shows a dedication to creating the contemporary with strong roots in the past.
Design Process
The design process included surveying the target market’s
fashion wants and functional needs, and researching the textiles and construction techniques currently used for technical
outerwear.
Materials Used
Waterproof nylon shell fabric; waterproof, breathable polyester lining; microfleece; nylon/spandex knit; nylon Ripstop;
plastic vinyl; copper
Techniques Used
Computed-aided-design was used to create the patterns. A
direct resist technique was used to create the silk-screen. The
outside of the jacket and the back pant pockets were embellished with freehand, machine quilting. The copper buttons
were created through a process of annealing, drilling, cutting,
and dapping.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Past Romance
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Shu Hwa Lin
Designer: Liezel Grace Pagala
Purpose of the Piece
This gown was created for the Centennial Fashion Show held
by the University of Hawaii at Manoa in April 2007. To celebrate the university’s 100th year, we were to create a garment
inspired by early 1900s fashion; it was to be a modern design
with a touch of the past.
Design Process
My intention was to create a garment that conveyed the
romantic mood of the long dresses from the early 1900s. The
romantic mood is captured through the sheer floral fabric and
long skirt. It is at the same time a modern garment because of
its sleeveless design and snug fit.
Materials Used
The printed fashion fabric is Nylon Mesh Knit while the solid
fashion fabric is made with crepe de chine.
Techniques Used
The garment was flat patterned except for the sheer overlay
which was draped to cascade at the back. The embellishment
that cover the bodice and train are corded bias tubes which
were individually hand stitched in place.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: TechNouveau III, Ms Roboto
Prof Affil: Virginia Commonwealth University
Sponsor: Kristin Caskey, Associate Professor
Designer 1: Michael-Birch Pierce
Designer 2: Kristin Caskey
Purpose of the Piece
TechNouveau takes contrasting inspiration from both the
organic, scrolling motifs of Art Nouveau and from modern
technology. I explored the relationship between these vastly
different ideas that have dominated the design world during
the turn of each of the last two centuries.
Design Process
I was inspired by framed Art Nouveau vignette illustrations.
I made a traditional frame and then filled it with a robot and
binary code that spells out “TechNouveau.” I also designed a
chaotic complementary print of bursting flowers and machine
cogs. The dress was designed to best accentuate the print.
Materials Used
I used a Mimaki TX2 digital fabric printer to print my design
on silk haboutai. The print is accented with pink metallic
lambskin leather and silk organza.
Techniques Used
I hand drew different elements then scanned the into Lectra’s
U4ia program to create repeats. For the circular skirt on this
dress I created a custom panel which allowed the print to
wrap around the pattern piece.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Memory lingers
Prof Affil: Washington State University
Sponsor: Carol Salusso
Designer: Vanessa Pulido
Purpose of the Piece
Memory lingers honors the life and death of my beloved
brother. Photographs taken throughout his life were printed on
the fabric to reflect on his life story. I created the dress for me
to wear at our university’s fashion show because all my hard
work was dedicated in his honor.
Design Process
The dress was draped on a dressform. Design details: Lace on
bust and back bow depicts veils women wore at his burial;
yellow beads invoke the holy spirit; black is mourning/death;
yellow the happiness he brought to our lives; pictures are life
memories; white is after life.
Materials Used
100% white & black silk shantung, 100% rayon lining, black
button, 100% yellow polyester, invisible zipper, yellow beads,
black laced fabric, 100% cotton yellow/black thread.
Techniques Used
The printed photograph detail was done at a printing shop. To
have a subtle detail on the bust area, lace was cut with ruffled
edges at top. There is a strap that comes from both sides,
crosses in front of chest and attaches at back of neck.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Viuda Negra
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Heber Sanchez
Purpose of the Piece
I wanted to modestly revive some of the greatness in 1950s
fashion. While making it my own, I tried to preserve the period’s sophistication and elegance. Though meant to be worn at
an evening event, the motif of my design is to communicate a
combination of mystery and glamour.
Design Process
The sources of inspiration for this look came from French
Fashion Magazine “Chic Parisien”, and the Hollywood film
“Forever Darling”(1956). The dress derives from a combination
of refined sketches, while the Kimono sleeve jacket mimics a
very 1950s traditional look. Both designs depict sophistication,
versatility, and sexiness.
Materials Used
Metallic black jersey dress with ocean blue chiffon lining and
black nylon corset Jacket made of black nylon, lined with
metallic tricot.
Techniques Used
Hand gathering in dress, and lining, with bias-bound dress
edge, and flat-felted seam corset. Jacket with under arm gussets, and Sonobond machine details, including collar vine and
hem.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: The Arrogant Aristocrat
Prof Affil: University of Minnesota
Sponsor: Elizabeth Bye
Designer: Lindsey Strange
Purpose of the Piece
The combination of fashion, costume design, clowning, and
17th century costume history were used to create clown costumes to function in a comedic performance. Clowning is an
art of exaggeration, incorporated here to remove the character
a step from reality. The 17th century was chosen for it’s recognizable costume elements.
Design Process
Research of French costume and clowning was combined to
design the character. I chose fabric that would stand out on
stage by contrasting yet complementing. I patterned the garments to follow my exaggerated sketches.
Materials Used
Shirt: Cotton/spandex blend Vest: Upholstery brocade, synthetic lining Ruffle/bows: synthetic burnout, synthetic lining
Pants: nylon/spandex blend Tailcoat: Upholstery, acetate, hair
canvas, flannel, Rigiline, jewelry wire
Techniques Used
Patterning techniques used were flat pattern manipulation
and pattern drafting following historical costume methods.
The sewing techniques included basic tailoring techniques for
canvas preparation and pad stitching to shape the tailcoat. The
rest was a combination of contemporary fashion and costume
sewing techniques.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Post-Apocalyptic Retro Mommy
Prof Affil: Virginia Commonwealth University
Sponsor: Kristin Caskey
Designer: Erin Thompson
Purpose of the Piece
A political and aesthetic statement. A simple 1950’s housewife
silhouette cannot hide the militaristic, claustrophobic, “fortress
mentality” of the decade when covered in atomic bomb
clouds. The popping, bright colors and lack of intensive detail,
however, reveal the true loveliness of the explosions. One can
find beauty in what is truly repulsive. This piece is a statement
of true irony.
Design Process
The dress, hat, and gloves were all patterned out and fit in
muslin. After the design was perfected, I drew out the patterns-full size-on white paper and drew by hand exactly how
I wanted the pieces to look, where I wanted certain designs
to lay. Drawn pieces were scanned into the U4ia program,
pieced together, perfected, and color was then added.
Materials Used
Dress and hat printed on lightweight linen. Gloves printed on
heavy-weight nylon lycra.
Techniques Used
Piece drawn by hand in pencil, scanned into U4ia, perfected
and colored. Printed on a Mimaki TX2 digital fabric printer.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: A Decided Air of Lightness
Prof Affil: Texas Woman’s University
Sponsor: Sheri L. Dragoo
Designer: Miyoko Walton
Purpose of the Piece
Demonstrating the versatility of cotton sportswear, kelly green
and white cotton twill and striped seersucker were used to
design a reversible crop tie jacket to layer over a swing dress
with bateau neckline and three dimensional floral hemline.
The versatile ensemble was freshly inspired by the lightness of
spring.
Design Process
Fabrics were selected to represent the source of inspiration.
With the design sketch as foundation, the concept was developed, and the white and green poplin and twill fabrics were
used as backdrop for the lattice inspired borders and double
fused floral appliqués of a spring garden.
Materials Used
Materials included green and orange cotton poplin, white
cotton twill, striped seersucker, embroidery floss, lightweight
interfacing, and fusible bond.
Techniques Used
A variety of cotton fabrications were stabilized and used to
create the sportswear ensemble. The ensemble was draped in
fabric of similar weight and hand, transferred to pattern, and
cut and sewn in final format. Tucks and fullness airily move
the ensemble away from the body.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: The Turbid Empress
Prof Affil: Shih Chien University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Sponsor: Yun Wang
Designer 1: Chia-Yi Lee
Designer 2: Yen-Sheng Mao
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration of this evening gown is based on Chinese history of the Empress Dowager Cixi in Ching Dynastic. In order
to reflect her struggle mind of real humanity, this gown was
design to express the grace of imperfection - glory and splendor come along with rot, putridity and corruption.
Design Process
This gown used white lace, beading and flowers to represent
Empress’s noble semblance. However, to reflect her inner
struggle mind, the dress used broken, unfinished, and burned
fabric to show her corrosion. Additionally, the beige and different level of white fabric were used to represent Empress¡?s
contamination from the authority.
Materials Used
Lace, original cotton fabric for flower, beading, cotton/linen/
Lycra fabric
Techniques Used
In order to make the collar to stand up, this design was made
by two pieces- a vest and a dress. The process of making flowers is complicated, such as burning the fabric, making flowers
and sewing them to the dress. The seam beadings on lace also
made much effort.

Level: Undergraduate
Title: Melusine in Bronze
Prof Affil: Drexel University
Sponsor: Marilyn Hefferen
Designer: Rebecca Wolfrum
Purpose of the Piece
My inspiration for this design is the surface texture created
through a technique called “free-lace.” I played with traditional silhouettes, renewing excitement within the structure of the
fabric and allowing fabrics to fold around the body to create
their own shapes and areas of emphasis in the garments.
Design Process
The body was my muse as I created the free-lace dress, allowing the fabric to shape itself, and using stitches to create
emphasis and push the organic nature of the fabrics even
further. Thick, bold fabric beneath and dark leather on top add
dramatic dimensionality to the dress.
Materials Used
The fabrics I used are silk georgette, silk-hemp charmeuse, and
fish leather.
Techniques Used
I arranged torn strips of georgette in the shape of the dress and
stitched them down in an organic grid, securing them and creating surface interest. A skinny charmeuse pant peeks through
the free-lace and the organic edges of the glossy belt contrast
with the matte fabric of the dress.
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Level: Undergraduate
Title: Aurora
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Amanda Zheng
Purpose of the Piece
This dress is a cocktail dress with a matching kimono jacket
made with Sonobond ultrasonic welding technology. With
this design, my intention was to achieve an unconventionally modern to futuristic look using structural qualities found
in spaceships and aircrafts. I want the woman who wears the
outfit to feel unique, confident, and empowered.
Design Process
The color choice and seaming of the dress and jacket make a
unique combination that evokes a cosmic or celestial feeling.
The kimono jacket with mandarin collar has sunburst seams
with Sonobond detailing. The dress has seaming in the bodice
and curved seams in the dirndl skirt for structure and fluidity.
Materials Used
Polyester taffeta- the black is the back of the plum side; fabric
needed to be at least 60% manmade to be Sonobonded.Knit
interfacing, cotton/polyester lining
Techniques Used
The bodice is underlined to add body and faced and understitched. The skirt has carefully eased in curved seams and
gathering to create the pegged dirndl skirt. There is an invisible
lapped zipper at centerback. I Sonobonded the geometric print
in the jacket and the cut holes for the laced detail.
Level: Graduate
Title: Transformable Suits
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Kathleen Dombek Keith
Purpose of the Piece
Transformable Suits are designed to alter style and fit as either
fashion trends or the wearer’s body changes. The sustainable
design goal is to provide consumers with clothing that adjusts
to changing fashion and fit needs while reducing consumption
over initial and long-term wearing cycles.
Design Process
Transformable Suits is a dynamic system of modular clothing,
in which the garment bases, such as the body of a jacket and
the waistband and top yoke of a bottom, can be matched with
a variety of collars, cuffs, and bottoms to create a wide assortment of looks.
Materials Used
This outfit’s components incorporate a variety of eco-friendly
materials including wild-gathered tussah silks, hemp/ silk and
hemp/tencel blends, and organic cottons and wool.
Techniques Used
Changeable components attach to the garment bases using
separating zippers located along the neckline, sleeve hems,
hipline of bottoms, and potentially other areas. Lacings down
the front of the waistband yoke of the bottom offer approximately three inches of ease at the waistline to adjust fit in
waist and abdomen.
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Level: Graduate
Title: The Dowry Dress
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Sponsor: Susan Ashdown
Designer: Kathleen Dombek Keith
Purpose of the Piece
The goal of The Dowry Dress is to redesign the life path of a
garment in order to extend its usefulness while enhancing its
meaning and significance. The inspiration for reusing a wedding dress came from the Christmas tree skirt my mother made
from scraps of her wedding dress fabric.
Design Process
My design process focused on eco-friendly materials and
processes: reuse and added meaning. The wedding dress skirt
is an unfashioned length of cloth that is sanctified by the ceremony and refashioned into keepsakes marking milestones in
the marriage. Other components, corset and veil, can be worn
again on special occasions.
Materials Used
The dress is fashioned from eco-friendly hemp/silk charmeuse
and silk chiffon. The corset is lined with recycled denim and
decorated with fabric scraps.
Techniques Used
Clever draping and pinning form the skirt silhouette without
seams to allow reuse. The corset is reversible, with lacings on
the inside and a row of buttons on the fashion side. The lining
was made from a recycled pair of jeans and decorated with
scarps from cutting the corset pieces.

Level: Graduate
Title: Rags to Riches
Prof Affil: University of Hawaii at Manoa
Sponsor: Dr. Shu Hwa Lin
Designer: Leah Evans
Purpose of the Piece
Rags to Riches was inspired by my drive to create fashion despite a lack of financial means. The title may be taken literally
as the dress is meant to illustrate the transformation of cheap
materials into valued treasures. Cheap vinyl takes on new
meaning through being hand-cut into diamond shapes.
Design Process
The vinyl diamonds were draped on a dress form to create the
collar, which was constructed with a back opening with hook
and eye closures. The body of the dress was then draped to fit
the collar piece and a separating zipper was modified to fit the
length of the hem.
Materials Used
Materials used: Textured vinyl, four-way stretch cotton knit,
hooks and eyes, and an industrial separating zipper.
Techniques Used
I created a stencil which was used to mark vinyl with graphic
diamonds. I precision hand-cut fourteen diamonds with a
razor blade. Each one was reinforced with a straight stitch for
strength and durability. A cover-stitch machine was used to
hem the dress and finish the armholes with bias binding.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Like a Blossoming Flower of the South the Debutante
Comes Out in Full Bloom
Prof Affil: Auburn University
Sponsor: Dr. Lenda Jo Connell
Designer: Sarah Helm
Purpose of the Piece
This non-traditional debutante gown was inspired by the
historic tradition of Southern “coming-out” balls. These extravagant events presented daughters of prominent families to
society and suitors. The debutante traditionally wore a white
dress and carried a bouquet of flowers to symbolize youth,
purity, and fertility.
Design Process
The traditional antebellum hoop skirt suggests an inverted
bouquet. Like the girls, rose-shaped flowers symbolize love
in bloom, descending from smaller, tighter versions at skirt
top to larger forms below; tulip colors symbolize perfect love.
Greens symbolize families’ wealth and represent flowers’
stems, leaves and veins bringing forth the debutantes.
Materials Used
Skirt, bodice and flowers: white silk dupioni; lining: red satin;
hoop skirt: broadcloth, steel boning; cording, eyelets, fusible
interfacing, hook/eyes, thread; RIT dye
Techniques Used
Base skirt and bodice pattern developed and sewn of handdyed fabric; embellishments applied to base. For flowers,
fabric tubes dipped in yellow, orange, and red, gathered, and
sewn in circular patterns.

Level: Graduate
Title: Sunrise
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Sponsor: kyoung-hee cho
Designer: Xiang Ma
Purpose of the Piece
The inspiration of this work was the view of sunrise. The purpose of the work was to express the image of the water wave
that is reflected by the sun when the sunrise over the sea. The
multi-color arrange in sleeves symbolized the colorful waves
that are reflected by sunshine. This work is for casual coat.
Design Process
The coat’s bodice expressed the image of sunrise that slightly
and gradually changes with the yellow color¡¯s arrangement.
According to the yellow color¡¯s system, I have dyed many
circular pieces with yellow tone and sawed them together. The
point color of blue stitch on the princess line is to emphasize
the feminizations.
Materials Used
Fabric of the work was pigskin. Other materials were three
buckles and a zipper.
Techniques Used
The gradation color in yellow was done by dyeing. Sleeves
were done by circular pieces that were sewn into triangle one
by one. The princess lines on the coat were expressed in blue
stitch.
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Level: Graduate
Title: Blooming Flower
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designer: Hwa Kyung Song
Purpose of the Piece
This dress was inspired by blooming flowers, which symbolized the early spring and therefore was expected to convey
softness and calmness. Like smooth brushstrokes and dissolved
outlines in Renoir¡’s painting, this dress was designed to reflect
the blooming flowers.
Design Process
The drapings of this dress, as well as their soft colored and
luxurious fabrics, were used for creating this romantic design.
As buds are forming on the trees, this inspiration was expressed with the dress through the details such as intricate
gathers, cowls, and puff sleeves covered with lace.
Materials Used
Polyester 100% was used for the dress. For the sleeve, 85%
cotton + 15% nylon lace fabric were used.
Techniques Used
The design was constructed of the princess torso with a
pleated center panel and gathered side panels, and a side
cowl draped skirt. Two flares at the center front were draped
by bias cutting. Short puff sleeves consisted of two layers by
adding lace fabric.

Level: Professional
Title: Suede Dress III
Prof Affil: Marymount University
Designer: Annette Ames
Purpose of the Piece
This design is intended to explore volume and form in an
abstract, sculptural way, and is part of my search for ways to
do more with less, to achieve a look of simplicity with a bit of
wit. Sources of inspiration include modernist sculpture, paper
bags and drawstring bags.
Design Process
Suede was chosen for its pliant drape and its body, which gives
it the ability to hold some shape and achieve the desired volume. The nap lends shadow and depth to the form. Its edges
may be left raw, whether cut or shaped by the original edge of
the skin.
Materials Used
The dress is made of suede, with double-faced satin ribbon
trim.
Techniques Used
The design was worked out through draping. The separate,
removable sleeves were flat patterned. Slits were cut in the
shoulder drape and around part of the bustline, for the insertion of ribbon drawstrings, the lower one being fastened with a
hook and eye. There is no other form of closure.
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Level: Professional
Title: Reworks in Blue
Prof Affil: Florida State University
Designer: Wanda Brown
Purpose of the Piece
The dress is part of a continuing series utilizing recycled
denim, this garment cushions covers were reconstructed into
women’s functional, stylish dresses. I challenged myself to
utilize only the fabric and notions from the garment in my
reconstruction and purchased new thread.
Design Process
While teaching and engaging student’s to participate in a
service learning project for Earth Day with Goodwill Industry
on recycling I was inspired to create my own design. A friend
donated the denim cushion covers and I challenged myself to
create a wearable, functional dress.
Materials Used
100% cotton denim, thread
Techniques Used
I deconstructed the seat cushions and cut bias strips into 5inch
strips. I draped the strips to fit the mannequin. I cut strip on
grain to produce the ravel trim. The neckline and armholes are
bound with bias cut from the denim.

Level: Professional
Title: Spiral Dress 571
Prof Affil: University of North Carolina at Greensboro
Designer: Melanie Carrico
Purpose of the Piece
The silhouette for this bias dress was inspired by Halston’s
tube dresses from the 1970s. The basic pattern was developed
with intention for manipulation into many different styles. The
pattern for this two-layered variation was divided into four sections of alternating black and white silk organza.
Design Process
The silhouette was originally draped as one pattern piece.
The man who introduced me to Halston’s designs called them
“soda straw” dresses, likening the construction to that of a
straw. After adding pieces to cover both shoulders symmetrically, I divided the single body piece into fourths.
Materials Used
Black and white silk organza, nude polyester chiffon slip.
Techniques Used
The straw analogy inspired me to think of stripes along the
dress accentuating the spiraling seams; hence, dividing the
pattern into fourths provided a way to alternate colors for
stripes. This version is two striped dresses made in diaphanous
fabric which, when layered at opposing angles, creates a plaid
look.
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Level: Professional
Title: Temptation of the Red Fish
Prof Affil: Mokpo National University, Korea
Designer: Kyoung-Hee Cho
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of this project was to create a dress that symbolized a red fish. The TV film “Sea World” inspired this project.
A red fish has oblique scale lines with the colors of which
change with its movement, showing a captivating effect. The
dress is for special occasions such as the Academy Awards, or
a cocktail party.
Design Process
The temptation concept finds expression in body-conscious
dress images projected from the sensual, the splendid and
brilliant. The small smocking shaped iridescent surface squares
signifies the red fish scales. The longer hemline signifies the fin
and tail. The slashes and stones emphasize the look, bewitching and enchanting with each movement.
Materials Used
The fabric was the lightweight chiffon with tiny velvet dot pattern. The acrylic cabochons and gemstones were trimmed with
similar color harmony around the slash.
Techniques Used
The fabric was reproduced by making smocking shaped
squares with very fine elastic thread. Draping technique with
bias grain was used to make the dress shape. The irregular
long shapes of each piece were moving from the front through
to the back with making oblique lines. The interlocking was
used for joining pieces on the surface.

Level: Professional
Title: Green Breeze
Prof Affil: Florida State University
Designer: Eundeok Kim
Purpose of the Piece
The goal for this design was to draw attention to environmental sustainability through the symbolism of wearing nature.
Design Process
This modern chic dress is designed for young women in their
20s-30s. It can be worn to parties or formal events in the
summer. The tree leaves were photographed on a spring day
in Maclay Gardens in Tallahassee, FL. The image was digitally
repeated and printed onto 100% silk charmeuse.
Materials Used
100% silk charmeuse and 100% silk chiffon
Techniques Used
The surface design was digitally printed and the garment was
constructed using the draping method.
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Level: Professional
Title: Lifecycle I - Arising Transformations
Prof Affil: University of Wisconsin-Stout
Designer 1: Susan King
Prof Affil: University of Wisconsin-Stout
Designer 2: Hong-Youn Kim
Prof Affil: University of Wisconsin-Stout
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose addresses human life cycle-transformations inspired by the butterfly’s metamorphosis. Two garments support
the purpose. One dress speaks to the caterpillar and the other
dress represents the winged rebirth. This piece corresponds to
the beginning of the transformation.
Design Process
Segmented leather strips formed a continuous fabric to resemble an insect body. The strips were joined by elastic allowing
the model insect like movements. Natural edges were joined
to create a free-from organic look. A power stretch undergarment provided a slim caterpillar profile.
Materials Used
Black lamb skin, elastic, power-stretch undergarment
Techniques Used
Draping, hand sewing, machine sewing, and hot glue gun to
provide neat leather edgings

Level: Professional
Title: Metro-Retro Cocktail Dress
Prof Affil: University of Delaware
Designer: Rosetta LaFleur
Purpose of the Piece
Design goals were to (a) explore innovative use of non-woven
fabric that mimics the appearance, texture and strength of
woven fabric and (b) incorporate structural detail by capitalizing on fabric’s unconventional width, drape and ability not to
ravel. Design inspiration derived from 1950’s stylish elegance,
full skirts and clinched waistlines.
Design Process
White non-woven textured fabric is used to construct a circular skirt and low back bodice. Structural detail at shoulder and
back is created from one rectangular piece cut into multiple
strips. Back detail drapes and spreads at waistline to reveals
bare back. A wide self-fabric belt clinches waist.
Materials Used
White Non-Woven honeycomb pattern polyester White NonWoven polyester White netting, 100% Nylon Invisible zipper
Clear plastic snaps
Techniques Used
Design was developed by draping and flat pattern. The bodice
and circular skirt are joined at waistline. One rectangular
piece composed of multiple ?” strips cut with shape ruler
forms structural detail. Strips are attached to bodice and drape
at back waistline. A net under skirt support the circular skirt.
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Level: Professional
Title: Magnolia
Prof Affil: Freelance fashion designer
Designer: Yhe-Young Lee
Purpose of the Piece
This design was inspired by Oriental paintings. Traditional
Oriental paintings utilized not only paper as a canvas, but also
fabric and clothing. In this case, a two-piece suit was designed
to deliver the impression that images of magnolias had been
painted on each of the articles of clothing.
Design Process
Simplified images of magnolias were drawn on a computer
using Photoshop, primarily in black and grey, in the style of
Oriental paintings. The images were then printed on transfer
paper and heat-transferred onto the panels with an iron.
Materials Used
A white cotton (92%) and polyester (8%) blend basket weave
was utilized.
Techniques Used
A white fabric was selected in order to maximize the blackand-white contrast effect. The center-right front panel of the
blouse was draped in order to create a cascade-like effect. This
is snapped on to the center-left front panel. The pants were
zipped on the left side.

Level: Professional
Title: Experiment I: Medieval Influence
Prof Affil: Freelance fashion designer
Designer: Yhe-Young Lee
Purpose of the Piece
This design was to experiment with the construction of a clothing item from a piece of fabric using a minimum of constructive lines, including seams and darts. This vest-like casual
one-piece dress design was inspired by the sideless gowns
and cotehardies in vogue in Europe during the late medieval
period.
Design Process
A square-cut piece of fabric was sewn to create a tubular form.
The seam was hidden underneath an inverted pleat located on
the center front. The armholes were cut deep, much as in medieval sideless gowns. The belt on the low-waistline is inspired
by medieval upper-class men¡¯s belts.
Materials Used
The primary materials utilized in this design included cotton checked corduroy, polyester lining, rounded-cut coconut
shells, clamshells, and artificial suede strings.
Techniques Used
The upper part of the fabric above the armholes was folded
back inside in order to create a collar. A drawstring cased
around the neckline is pulled to create the collar and neckline.
A belt was constructed from rounded-cut coconut shells decorated with artificial suede strings and rounded-cut clamshells.
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Level: Professional
Title: Texture and Form
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designer: Fatma Mete
Purpose of the Piece
The source of inspiration was my flower printed childhood
dress with its hand-made smoked yoke, which my mother had
sewn for me. Crystal organza fabric with its devore printed
flowers seemed perfect to transform my childhood dress into a
rich, textured evening gown.
Design Process
The design process was a search for a form of beauty using
textured surface design elements. The crystal organza devore
fabric was first sun-ray pleated and then hand-made honeycomb stitches applied to create a rich texture and 3D effect on
the surface.
Materials Used
PES & Rayon Crystal organza printed devore
Techniques Used
The techniques used to create this garment are draping, pleating, hand made honeycomb stitching and special techniques

Level: Professional
Title: Pearl Oyster
Prof Affil: Cornell University
Designer: Fatma Mete

Purpose of the Piece
A type of pearl oyster called ‘White-lip oyster’ or ‘Pinctada
maxima’ was the source of inspiration for the creation of this
design. Natural silk taffeta, with its elegant luster, shimmer,
visual and tactile characteristics, seemed perfect to interpret
the pearl oyster.
Design Process
The design process was a kind of search for a form of beauty
of the pearl oyster with silk fabric layers. The natural silk taffeta
of this dramatically structured garment is formed into large,
irregular gathers diagonally positioned across the front and
back, spreading out from the side seams.
Materials Used
100 % Natural Silk and Machine-made Tulle
Techniques Used
The techniques used to create this garment are draping, pleating and special techniques
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Level: Professional
Title: A Dress of Japanese Paper Craft Image
Prof Affil: Tokyo Tanaka College
Designe1: Yoshiko Odamaki
Purpose of the Piece
My inspiration is from the image of a Japanese paper craft lantern constructed by paper and bamboo ribs. Its silhouette with
the curved surface and pleats in the composites of bright and
darkness attracts me, so I tried to design a dress with Japanese
simplicity and elegance imaging Japanese craft image.
Design Process
Design is realized with a full width fabric, which has many
tucks by machine stitches to make three-dimensional. The
dress is made of a rectangular cloth for the bodice wrapped
around the body and another rectangular cloth for the piece of
overskirt tightens on the low waist.
Materials Used
Cloths for the bodice and the piece of overskirt are the thin
crepe woolen.
Techniques Used
The cloth was used for the bias to express the translucent and
delicate nuance of Japanese paper craft. Moreover, a rectangular cloth diagonally wraps around the body, and connects
by the fabric loop at the position of the waist. Its simplicity is
another important point of decoration for a dress.

Level: Professional
Title: Warm Hearts
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Designer: Linda Ohrn-McDaniel
Purpose of the Piece
The theme of this piece was Warm Hearts and the object was
to reflect the personalities of a warmhearted person. The goal
was also to create a garment that would be wearable and
marketable.
Design Process
When designing the focus was personalities found in a warmhearted person. The wool was a natural choice bringing a
feeling of physical warmth. Other examples are; the fullness in
the garment indicating the openness and space in this persons
heart; the color chosen to show strength.
Materials Used
Dress sewn out of wool jersey
Techniques Used
The pattern was created through flat pattern getting a good fit
through the shoulders and neck with balanced fullness in the
sleeves and at the hip. It was then sewn together with the purl
side of the jersey to the outside to give a softer feel.
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Level: Professional
Title: TorGard Body Armor
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Designer 1: Semra Peksoz
Designer 2: Donna Branson
Designer 3: Diane Ricord
Purpose of the Piece
A load carrying, quick release bullet proof vest was designed
and prototypes were developed to in response to a US Marine
Corps design competition. The coverage area was increased
27.4 % with respect to the current issue ballistic vest without
increasing the weight considerably. Side armor pockets and a
load carrying hip belt were added. The quick release mechanism developed at the research facility allows the user of medical personnel to remove the ballistic vest under 9 seconds.
Design Process
TorGard includes separate front and back pieces joined at the
shoulders by hook and loop tape and a set of two buckles.
Materials Used
Outer shell was Cordura lined with Ripstop, Dyneema ballistic
inserts encased in Ripstop with nylon webbing, hook and loop
tape, buckles, ferrules and xxx gauge wire.
Techniques Used
A prototype was built and tested on a ROTC cadet. Several
prototype TorGards were built at a manufacturing plant in
three different sized for testing by the US Army. Testing results
are pending.

Level: Professional
Title: Reminisce
Prof Affil: Oklahoma State University
Designer: Vince Quevedo
Purpose of the Piece
This garment was designed to help students understand the importance of couture techniques in draping, clothing construction as well as the design itself. This wedding dress has many
parts to address all the issues needed for successful apparel
design.
Design Process
The design was created to express all the steps required from
concept through to the production of the garment. The garment was draped for pattern acquisition and various fabrics
were used to illustrate the importance of handling each of the
material. Support paraphanalia were used to demonstrate each
function.
Materials Used
Fabrics used were: over 300 yards of lace trim, silk, polyester,
cotton, blends, rayon and nylon.
Techniques Used
Techniques used were: draping, quilting, seaming, seam finishes, fit, pattern alterations, machine useage, proper pressing,
finishing, lining, handsewing versus machine sewing and final
presentation.
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Level: Professional
Title: Dobby Sweater and Skirt
Prof Affil: Michigan State University
Designer: Della Reams
Purpose of the Piece
The purpose of the Dobby sweater and skirt was to integrate
weaving, knitting and crochet in one garment, using the same
yarns for each technique. It was also an experiment in mixing
yarn colors in knitting. The design was inspired by light patterns in water and historical armor.
Design Process
Images of water were used to inspire the two-color repeat on
AVL Weave Point. The center panels were woven on a computer-controlled dobby loom: weaving was done by hand,
weft sequences were controlled by computer. Each square was
then knitted into, using the same yarns, building a sweater
around them.
Materials Used
Wool and rayon yarns, non-roll elastic.
Techniques Used
Edges of square were attached to knitting machine needles,
knitting widened with each row. Adjoining pieces were
knitted/attached in a row-by-row process, so sweater has no
seams, except sleeve seams. Crochet finishes hems and necklines, adorns back panel. Straight skirt is matching jersey with
back seam, crocheted hem, elasticized waist.

Level: Professional
Title: White Light Fabric and Jacket
Prof Affil: Michigan State University
Designer: Della Reams
Purpose of the Piece
Chinese medicine packaging influenced this jacquard design,
representing healing apparel. A full spectrum of colors was
used for its reputed healing properties. In addition to abstractions of Chinese medicine symbols, the Reiki symbol of white
light is used for protection.
Design Process
Pill boxes and bottles at hand, I designed an abstract version
of Chinese medicine packaging by photographing and scanning images into Photoshop. Substituting geometric shapes for
Chinese characters and simplifying decorative lines, I experimented with color and scale among the motifs.
Materials Used
Background is twill woven red matte cotton yarn; pattern is
woven of fine, shiny rayon yarns. The inside reveals the reverse
pattern of rayon yarns.
Techniques Used
The pattern was imported into Design and Repeat Pro, and
condensed into 14 colors, I then created a complex weave
for each color in Pointcarre, mixing yarn colors like paint.
Numerous weave trials were made on a computer-controlled
industrial jacquard loom. The final fabric was then woven and
jacket constructed.
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Level: Professional
Title: The Vasarely Variance: Complicated composition
from an evolutive design process.
Prof Affil: Stephens College
Designer: Mary Ruppert
Purpose of the Piece
With current fashion trends and the work of Yoji Yamamato
and Junta Watanabe in mind, I developed a coat with unique
details that is form-fitting yet full of volume. Without the budget to purchase beautiful designer clothing, I decided to create
a piece worthy of that description.
Design Process
Developing this piece was an evolutive process grounded in
the fabric’s size, texture, pattern, and hand. The coat was on a
dress form and was subject to regular evaluation and analysis
over a period of 8 months.
Materials Used
The self fabric is a 100% mohair boucle open weave. I created
the solid black fabric by felting merino wool and boucle yarns
from the self fabric onto silk chiffon.
Techniques Used
Using haute couture draping/construction techniques learned
in Paris I draped the back in final fabric. I enjoyed pinching
the squares creating solid areas of black or white, focusing on
volume, line and balance. The left front is draped in one with
the sleeve. Hem is rolled outside to show contrast of fabric’s
wrong side.

Level: Professional
Title: Lilac Time
Prof Affil: Central Washington University
Designer: Carolyn Schactler
Purpose of the Piece
The various colors of lilacs from pale lavender to dark purple
inspired this design. The first goal was to use these colors in
a graceful, diagonal design of satin overlaid with chiffon. The
second was to drape the sections so the diagonal seams and
bias grain could be used for fitting purposes.
Design Process
The pattern was draped in diagonal, spiral sections around
the body. The design uses one bust dart, the bias grain and
diagonal seams for fitting. The bias, chiffon flares were draped
to softly spiral around the body. The colors progress from a
pale lavender upper-bodice to the dark purple lower-skirt. The
draped lining is draped with vertical seams and bust darts.
Materials Used
Four colors of satin are used for the basic diagonal sections
and the full lining. The flares are matching colors of chiffon.
Glass beads comprise the back support straps.
Techniques Used
The draped asymmetrical pattern has 29 pieces. The design of
the one-shoulder line follows the diagonal lines of the dress.
The flared chiffon colors match the diagonal satin sections.
The single shoulder seam supports the back with three strands
of lilac-colored beads. There is an invisible side zipper and a
small “puddle-train” in back.
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Level: Professional
Title: A Century Apart
Prof Affil: Kent State University
Designer: Sherry Schofield-Tomschin
Purpose of the Piece
The goal was to design a garment that incorporated design
elements from garments dated a century apart. A bustle detail
from an 1850s jacket provided the initial inspiration for the
garment and the dates to include in the overall design. Finally,
cream-colored damask provided the direction for the wedding
ensemble.
Design Process
The 1850s and 1950s provided contrasts in silhouettes; tight
fitting corseted jackets in the 1850s, and tight fitting pants and
full skirted dresses of the 1950s. All elements were incorporated into a single wedding ensemble with a fitted jacket
with attached corset, pencil leg pants, and a split, removable,
overskirt.
Materials Used
The jacket and skirt are constructed from cotton/linen damask,
the pants and front bodice from silk satin, and the lining and
piping is silk dupioni.
Techniques Used
The jacket was draped; the skirt and pants used flat pattern
techniques. The mock corset is attached to the jacket. Princess
seams on the jacket are piped with the silk dupioni, as well as
the outside edges of the skirt and jacket. Hems on the skirt and
pants are self-faced.

Level: Professional
Title: Kediyan
Designer 1: Kathy Mullet
Prof Affil: Oregon State University
Designer 2: MiRyung Park
Prof Affil: Mokopo National University
Purpose of the Piece
This outfit was inspired by the Kediyan which is a short jacket
which is commonly worn among men in northwest India.
Using a menswear suiting fabric and the Indian menswear
design, this woman’s suit was created which is both masculine
and feminine.
Design Process
Inspired by the traditional dress of India but wanting to develop a more tailored garment, the long tapered sleeves with
gathered wrist, empire seam with full skirt, and wrap stand
collar with tie closure of the kediyan were incorporated in this
woman’s suit.
Materials Used
100% wool gray pinstripe suiting with organza insets. Jacket
and dress lined with 100% acetate satin.
Techniques Used
The tunic dress was draped and the jacket bodice was developed by flat pattern methods. The skirt of the jacket was
draped and the edges finished with a rolled hem.
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